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Letters 
Women Equal 
Dear Gentle people, 
Allen Roberson's article in last 
week's Tiger reviewing the 
personalized system of in- 
struction that is being instituted 
in the psychology department 
was very timely, and, I think, one 
of the most relevant articles The 
Tiger has printed this year. I am 
glad to see that The Tiger is 
concerned not only with sports 
and the behavior of our 
cheerleaders, but with education. 
I was, however, surprised that 
Dr. Lauretta Park was not ac- 
corded the title "Dr." but "Mrs." 
Mr. Vacher and Dr. Marx were 
both listed as "Dr." in the article. 
I know that there is a trend 
toward referring to people with 
their doctoral degree as "Mr." or 
"Ms.," however, I think one 
should be consistent. If both men 
were referred to as "Dr.," why 
wasn't Dr. Park? Dr. Park is, 
after all, an assistant professor, 
not in an unofficial capacity. She 
should have been given the 
respect that the title "Dr." im- 
plies. 
Why does Mr. Roberson 
assume that both men hold 
doctoral degress, and that Dr. 
Park does not? Is this assumption 
an indication of unconscious 
sexism on his part? 
We all need to be more aware of 
the achievements of women and 
to report professional men and 
women equally. 
Yours for an androgynous 
society, 
Laurel White 
Anti-McGovern 
Sirs: 
Ever since George McGovern 
became the Democratic con- 
tender for the presidency against 
the incumbent Richard Nixon, he 
has been fervently campaigning 
in an effort to win public and 
political support. McGovern's 
broad "platform" has been 
concerned with nearly every 
issue, one way or the other, but 
many of his statements regar- 
ding the issues have been 
equivocal and propagandistic, 
making me question why so 
many people lend their support to 
him. Two excellent examples of 
my point are McGovern's 
statements regarding the Viet- 
nam War and the Eagleton affair. 
In a speech in Washington, 
McGovern recently clarified his 
position concerning Vietnam, and 
during the course of that speech 
McGovern stated that he "has 
publicly opposed this war for nine 
years" or three administrations. 
This is an obvious lie as facts 
indicate. In the first place, in 
August of 1964, McGovern voted 
for the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution 
which was established to combat 
communist aggression in In- 
dochina. When a repeal of the 
resolution was sought in March of 
1966 in the form of the Morse 
Amendment, McGovern 
promptly voted against it. 
Secondly, in the spring of 1965, 
McGovern praised the manner in 
which Lyndon Johnson was 
conducting the war in Indochina, 
as indicated by a few of his 
quotations during that time. For 
example, in the Aberdeen News 
(March 13, 1965) McGovern 
justified the bombing of North 
Vietnam by saying: "The 
carefully selected retaliatory air 
strikes in North Vietnam which 
he (LBJ) ordered can be 
justified. President Johnson is a 
man of peace." Also, in a U. S. 
Senate speech on January 15, 
1965, McGovern stated his 
feelings toward the necessity of 
U. S. intervention in Indochina: 
"I would hope that we would be 
prepared to wage such a conflict 
rather than surrender the area to 
Communism." After reviewing 
these facts, can McGovern truth- 
fully assert that he has opposed 
the war for nine years? Hardly. 
Now,   let   us   examine   the 
Eagleton   affair.   On   Tuesday, 
July     25,     vice-presidential 
nominee    Thomas    Eagleton 
revealed his past medical history 
of psychiatric treatments to a 
number of reporters at a press 
conference. When the news of 
Senator      Eagleton's      past 
psychiatric problems reached 
McGovern that afternoon, he was 
completely  taken  by  surprise. 
This  surprise   element   was   a 
result  of  the  inadequacy  of 
McGovern's own review board 
for vice-presidential possibilities 
which failed to investigate suf- 
ficiently   into   Eagleton's   past 
medical records. However, on the 
very   same   day,   McGovern 
quickly defended himself by 
sayind,   "You have  seen  here 
today  a  demonstration  of  the 
candor  and openness  you're 
going   to   get   from   Senator 
Eagleton and me. We have no 
secrets.   We   have   nothing   to 
hide."   On   the   following   day, 
McGovern went to great lengths 
to deny a rumor that he had 
already reappraised his position 
regarding Eagleton, asserting "I 
am 1000% for Tom Easleton and 
have no intention of dropping him 
from the ticket." It is ironic that 
while   McGovern   made   this 
statement, plans were being 
made for the removal of Eagleton 
from   the   ticket.   Is   this   an 
example  of  McGovern's   "can- 
dor" and "openness"? I certainly 
hope not.  On Saturday of the 
same   week,   McGovern   again 
asserted his   1000% support of 
Thomas Eagleton, but added the 
qualification "until he and I have 
had a chance to talk ... on this 
difficult     question".     While 
Eagleton was speaking on the 
West      Coast,      reaffirming 
McGovern's confidence and his 
own decision to remain on the 
ticket, McGovern staff members 
were considering a number of 
urban-based     Catholics     as 
replacements   for   the   vice- 
presidential nominee. On Mon- 
day night television, McGovern 
revealed his decision regarding 
Thomas      Eagleton      before 
discussing the problem  with 
Eagleton   himself.   So,   what 
supposedly started out to be an 
example   of   the   probity   and 
openness   of   the   McGovern 
campaign,   culminated   in   the 
underhanded   "expulsion"   of 
Senator Thomas Eagleton from 
the Democratic ticket. 
Time and space do not permit 
further examples to illustrate 
what sort of politician George 
McGovern really is and why such 
a large credibility gap exists in 
his campaign. But all this makes 
me wonder why some people wish 
to see a man of this stature as l he 
leader of this country. 
Bruce Benzing 
War Non-Issue 
The Republican ad- 
ministration's evident settlement 
of the Vietnam war currently 
seems to be the major issue in the 
last week of campaign '72. Most 
news commentators believe it 
will have a decisive impact, that 
is, it will re-elect the President. 
The peace settlement may 
indeed have a decisive impact, 
but probably for the wrong 
reasons. While most polls show 
the Republican President holding 
a sizeable lead over Democratic 
George McGovern, the polls also 
show a great deal of nationwide 
voter apathy — even on 
politically activist campuses like 
Harvard, Berkeley, and 
Wisconsin. 
Part of the reason for this 
apathy is that the war is a non- 
issue. 
George McGovern has ex- 
pressed his public support of the 
settlement Henry Kissinger has 
negotiated, which is apparently 
all but signed. Indeed, McGovern 
should support it, as should every 
concerned American — because 
as CBS commentator Eric 
Severeid recently pointed out, the 
U. S. has never had any "national 
interest" in Indochina. 
Actually, any administration 
elected in November 1968 on a 
"peace" pledge, as the 
Republicans were, had to con- 
tinue the policy which the Lyndon 
Johnson administration began in 
March 1968. Johnson halted the 
bombing (which the present 
administration resumed in 1969) 
and launched the Paris peace 
talks. 
Thus, the war is a non-issue in 
1972, because the only question 
about it after the election of 1968 
was — how long would it take the 
next administration to complete 
the Johnson policy? The answer 
is four years. 
The real issue in 1972 is 
domestic-first. That is, the U. S. 
needs a fundamental reorien- 
tation of domestic and foreign 
policy priorities for the 1970s. 
Domestic economic and social 
problems have been neglected 
too long. There is no need for 
more sensational foreign policy- 
making news stories. The war is 
over. 
Therefore, while the President 
deserves credit for finally ending 
the war, ending the war is also 
the best reason to retire him from 
office. 
Because Richard Nixon not 
only pledged to end the war in 
1968, he also pledged to 
strengthen the economy, to in- 
crease employment, to control 
inflation, to lower crime, to 
reform the tax structure, and to 
reform the welfare systems, 
among others. Not only has the 
President failed to deliver on 
every major 1968 domestic 
pledge, but his administration 
has produced the I.T.T. scandal, 
the Russian grain "deal," and the 
Watergate fiasco, to mention a 
few. 
In 1958, WHEN Republican 
President Dwight Eisenhower 
was confronted with a scandal 
involving top White House 
assistant Sherman . Adams, 
Eisenhower accepted Adams' 
resignation rather than 
smirch the reputation of the 
entire administration. 
Yet in 1972, the Republican 
President has not personally 
expressed moral indigation over 
any of the scandals, not even the 
Watergate burglary. Nor has the 
President personally demanded 
investigations. 
Instead, as McGovern said 
over nationwide TV on October 
25, the President apparently 
hopes that voters will "mistake 
silence for innocence." 
ABC commentator Harry 
Reasoner recently commented on 
the general "moral insensitivity" 
of the Republican ad- 
ministration. "This is an aura 
which has be^n about Richard 
Nixon throughout his public 
career," Re&soner observed; 
"people who have heard him talk 
informally a id candidly have 
often heard him talk about the art 
of the possible in politics, but 
rarely if ever about the place of 
principle in politics." 
What this country needs now is 
a massive attack on domestic 
economic and social problems. 
The real issues of 1972 are 
domestic — first, progressive 
reform, and integrity in govern- 
ment — versus the Republican 
administration's promise of 
"four more years" of defending 
an obsolete domestic status quo, 
The war is a non-issue. 
Respectfully, 
James E.Sargent 
History Department 
Thurmond 
Sirs: 
This letter presents a response 
of truth to the young voter who 
attempted to solicit the working 
man's vote for Mr. Thurmond, 
the Republican candidate. 
Perhaps that young voter will 
not be interested in the facts, 
since his letter was worded to 
avoid the real issues. Perhaps he 
knows that Mr. Thurmond will 
not win the election if the working 
people of South Carolina know 
Mr. Thurmond's voting record. 
Perhaps he wants to hide Mr. 
Thurmond's voting record by 
falsely   asserting   that   Nick 
Zeigler, the Democratic can- 
didate, would somehow sell out 
the people of South Carolina. 
Since, however, the majority of 
South Carolina voters must work 
hard to support their families, 
they are entitled to know Mr. 
Thurmond's voting record on 
issues important to them as wage 
earners. 
The public record proves that 
in 1969 Thurmond voted against 
raising the personal exemption 
tax deduction from $600 to $750. 
Two years later he showed his 
favoritism toward big business 
and against working people by 
voting in favor of bigger tax 
write-offs for corporations, and 
against a personal tax credit for 
every taxpayer of $25. As a 
further indication of how he 
wants to keep the rich rich and 
the worker poor, this year he 
voted against raising the 
minimum wage from $1.60 to 
$2.20 over a period of several 
years. 
Thurmond has been one of the 
leaders in depriving the country 
of social progress. Who could 
vote against free school lunches 
for poor kids? In 1969 Thurmond 
did. Who could vote against 
money for cities to be used in 
cleaning up the slums, fighting 
crime, and building better 
housing? Same year, Thurmond 
did. Who could vote against 
money for hospital construction? 
In 1970 Thurmond did. And 
finally, who could vote against a 
bill to provide day care services 
for the children of working 
mothers? In 1971 Thurmond did. 
In 1971 he twice voted against 
bills that would have increased 
public works and provided more 
public service jobs to help ease 
high unemployment conditions. 
In 1972 he voted to keep oc- 
cupational safety and health 
inspectors out of businesses that 
employ 15 or less people. He must 
feel that these people — the 15 or 
less — should not be deprived of 
the right to be killed in an in- 
dustrial accident. 
Thurmond's one big chance to 
help consumers came this year 
when he had a chance to vote for 
a no-fault automobile insurance 
system. True to Strom Thur- 
mond's form he voted against the 
bill to the benefit of the big in- 
surance companies. 
So it all adds up. Senator Strom 
Thurmond is against the best 
interests of the South. We don't 
need a person like him in the 
United States Senate. 
J. K. Thomas 
Anderson, S. C. 
Least Evil 
Sirs: 
This is written in response to 
both the letter from Phil Porter 
and your material about Nixon. It 
may be the ultimate- cliche, but 
do two wrongs make a right? 
Does the fact that the State and 
the Greenville News print pro- 
Nixon views give the Tiger the 
right to print only pro-McGovern 
views? I support Nixon for 
reelection, not because I think he 
is best for the job, but because I 
feel he is the lesser jerk of the 
three candidates of any true 
importance. Despite this I think 
that those who rip down 
McGovern material around the 
campus are terribly wrong, as 
well as those tearing down Nixon 
material. 
As Mr. Porter points out, 
McGovern does have his 
problems with negative views in 
South Carolina, but it may also be 
pointed out that according to the 
October 9th issue of Newsweek, 
McGovern has strong support 
only in the District of Columbia 
and has only West Virginia 
leaning in his favor, showing that 
his problems are not centered in 
South Carolina, but occur almost 
everywhere. 
I hope that I have shown that 
supporters of both presidential 
candidates are not above the 
titles of ridiculous and stupid and 
that things are rough all over for 
McGovern. and not only in South 
Carolina.   Disgusted   with   the 
whole mess, Wayne Denk 
Tates Locke 
Sirs: 
In the October 26 edition I read 
an article that had the words "the 
students deserve" in it. Doesn't 
Tates Locke know that we 
deserve nothing? Our sole pur- 
pose here at Clemson is to pay up, 
shut up, and move on. We just 
pay the bills. 
Member IPSHIT 
(I Pay So High It's Terrible) 
Sirs: 
After reading Tates Locke's 
comments in The Tiger last 
week, we ought to take a good 
look at the coach we have here, 
even before basketball season 
starts. We all know that he is a 
great basketball recruiter, 
coach, and worker, but did we 
know that he is a dedicated 
student supporter also? Several 
times during the year, Coach 
Locke will attend band practices 
and give our unheralded band 
members some of the moral 
support they deserve. Add to this 
the fact that he is trying to give us 
students a 15-game home 
schedule with some of the top 
teams in the country, we find that 
we have here a man we can't 
afford to let go. Let's give him 
and our basketball team the 
support that a No. 1 team 
deserves. Number One? Who 
knows? 
Donnie Blackmon 
Jocks Favored 
Sirs: 
I think the idea of athletic 
privileges is good, but it has gone 
too far now. The case in point is 
the athletes "dining room" in 
Schilletter Hall. I can understand 
giving them more and better food 
than the common scholar on this 
athlete-favored campus, but why 
their own private dining room? 
Aren't "common" people allowed 
to breathe the same air as 
athletes? Don't we deserve to be 
treated fairly? We are people — 
or hasn't anybody noticed? 
What I want to know is why, 
when all the tables in the other 
areas are full, simple peons are 
not allowed to sit at a table in the 
corner of an athletes' "dining 
room," which by the way isn't 
being used by any athletes, 
without being asked to move by a 
representative of the dining 
service? I call for all victims of 
this preferential treatment to 
raise a hue and cry and bring an 
end to this ridiculous practice. 
Peon 
Sports Quad 
Sirs: 
Since the beginning of the 
semester, I have noticed that the 
quadrangle is becoming a 
popular student playground. 
Back when the weather was 
warmer, Frisbee throwers used 
the area continuously, making it 
very difficult to walk across the 
area without having to crouch in 
fear at a rapidly flying disc. Also, 
these sportsmen had absolutely 
no regard for cars entering or 
leaving the quad, and many 
times drivers had to slam on 
brakes to avoid hitting a Frisbee 
enthusiast who just couldn't 
stand to miss a throw, even if it 
was in the path of a moving 
vehicle. 
This situation was bad enough, 
but now that the weather has 
become cooler and football is in 
season, Johnstone Hall athletes 
have found a new use for the 
quadrangle. Now they have made 
the heavily traveled area into a 
regular football playing field! On 
Tuesday afternoon, two teams 
met there for a lengthly, involved 
football game, and several times 
(Continued on page 3) 
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I was right in the midst of it, 
having to dodge wild passes and 
careless runners. Needless to 
say, the situation was rather 
annoying, not to mention 
dangerous. 
Therefore, I would like to give 
Clemson's frustrated athletes a 
subtle hint. How about moving 
your various athletic activities to 
a legitimate playing area? It is 
rather amusing to note that guys 
who are simply bubbling over 
with physical energy are either 
too lazy or too stupid to walk a 
few blocks to a student playing 
field. 
An Irate Quad Pedestrian 
Let It Be 
Dear Sir: 
The editors' comment at the 
end of last week's "Letters" 
section compels me to offer a few 
comments of my own: The 
Tiger's efforts notwithstanding, 
Clemson students are, and 
always have been, more con- 
cerned with cheerleading at 
football games than they are with 
political races. Obviously there is 
no "degeneration." There cer- 
tainly are a number of students 
interested in the races, but it may 
be that few political letters have 
been received because most 
students have more humility than 
to attempt "analysis" and 
comment on a subject which is 
beaten to, death by professional 
comment and analysis. The right 
an American possesses to form 
and maintain his own opinion 
does not carry an obligation to 
force that opinion on others. 
I can only be amused by the 
comment on "good taste" and 
student organizations — par- 
ticularly in view of the sexual 
problems of "D.W.P." to which I 
am subjected on page 17 of the 
same issue., I suppose, though, 
that sensational journalism is 
probably older than is the biased 
sort. Your pious comments on 
cursing only amuse me more, or 
do I err in believing that the 
editors have an affinity for the 
"movement" which openly 
claims profanity as a part of its 
vernacular?   
The final sentence is the most 
interesting in view of the letter 
begging students to write which 
news editor Bill Thorneloe placed 
in the "Letters" column a few 
weeks ago. He also told me 
personally a few days later that 
The Tiger needed all the letters it 
could get, and commented that 
the "Letters" section exists so 
that students can express their 
opinions. Did I simply misun- 
derstand Mr. Thorneloe, or are 
there only certain subjects on 
which letters are welcome? The 
Tiger editors have vividly 
demonstrated that they consider 
the newspaper to be a forum for 
expressing the views held by 
students who are willing to write. 
So let it be. 
John S. Pratt 
Nixon 
Dear Sir: 
Four years is a very short time 
to change the direction of a 
nation, a very short time to give it 
a NEW direction, yet this is what 
we have witnessed under the 
leadership of President Nixon. 
America has taken a new 
direction in her relationships 
with other nations. We have 
turned from old policies of "pay 
any price" in defense of the world 
to a new doctrine of partnership 
with our allies and negotiations 
with our adversaries. 
President Nixon has adopted a 
realistic and innovative 
economic plan to deal with the 
inflation problem he inherited 
and the need to cut back defense- 
related spending and em- 
ployment. As a result, em- 
ployment is rising rapidly — 2.5 
million in the past year. 
Four years ago President 
Nixon promised to reform the 
draft. Draft calls are down 84% 
this year compared to 1968, and 
the President has announced that 
no one will be drafted after June 
30, 1973. 
President Nixon is the first 
President to really do something 
about our environment. He 
created the Environmental 
Protection Agency, the nation's 
ecological watchdog. He has 
prosecuted more polluters in four 
years than both previous 
Democrat administrations did in 
eight. During the last two 
Congresses, George McGovern 
has missed 41% of the votes on 
environmental legislation. 
Reform has been the wat- 
chword of the Nixon ad- 
ministration. For the first time in 
twenty years — without 
weakening our defenses — 
President Nixon has reversed 
federal spending priorities so 
that the amount of money spent 
on human needs is higher than 
that spent on defense. He 
proposed Revenue Sharing to 
turn over substantial amounts of 
federal revenues to local and 
state governments. He is alos 
responsible for tax reform — 
having reduced personal federal 
infome taxes by $22 billion and 
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increasing corporate taxes by $5 
billion. 
President Nixon has appointed 
three times as many women to 
top federal posts in four years as 
the Democrats did in eight. 
Employment of minorities has 
increased at unprecedented 
levels; aid to black colleges has 
doubled and scholarships to 
American Indians has increased 
sixfold. 
As young Americans, we feel a 
personal gratitude toward 
President Nixon. He has laid the 
foundation for a lasting peace in 
Southeast Asia. At this monent, 
there are no U. S. combat troops 
in Vietnam. By refusing to give 
the enemy the victory at the 
conference table they have been 
unable to achieve on the bat- 
tlefield, we will witness the 
signing of an honorable and 
lasting peace settlement in a 
matter of days. And while 
President Nixon has been 
negotiating an honorable peace, 
Senator McGovern has been 
devoting more thought to what he 
would do on behalf of draft 
evaders after the war than to 
what would become of our POWs 
and allies after he surrendered 
our committment. President 
Nixon has also given the 18-year- 
olds the right to vote, overhauled 
the selective service system, and 
calmed our streets and cam- 
puses. All in just four short years 
while faced with so many 
problems across the country and 
across the world. 
In just four years a new ap- 
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proach to government has 
emerged, a philosophy that the 
power of government should be in 
the hands of the people it is in- 
tended to serve. It has been the 
vision of Richard Nixon and it is 
Richard Nixon who has made 
these changes and programs 
work. It is Richard Nixon who 
can bring the new directions to 
their ultimate end — to the New 
American Revolution. 
We have been the beginnings, 
but seeing that, we know there is 
more to be done. We know that 
there must be four more years if 
the dream is to be realized. That 
is why we need President Nixon 
— NOW MORE THAN EVER! 
Sincerely, 
John Rivers, Chairman and on 
behalf of the over 500 members 
of the Young Voters for the 
President at Clemson University. 
Thurmond 
Dear Sir: 
In this uncertain era, our 
nation needs men dedicated to 
the interest of freedom and to the 
welfare of their country. We 
recognize that one American who 
those characteristics describe is 
Senator Strom Thurmond. He is a 
worker noted for his courage, 
integrity, independence, and 
foresight. We feel that his ac- 
complishments  are  unexcelled. 
Senator Thurmond has a 
respect for the past, perhaps 
because of the important part he 
has played in the history of our 
nation and our state. He must 
truly be a man of the people, 
having been elected in South 
Carolina on four different 
political tickets: Democrat, 
States Rights, Write-in, and 
Republican. In fact, he is the only 
United States Senator ever 
elected on a write-in ballot, and 
the first person in South Carolina 
elected by the people to the 
United States Senate on a 
Republican ticket. Senator 
Thurmond has always made 
South Carolina's voice heard in 
Washington. He holds the record 
for the longest speech in the 
United States Senate (24 hours, 18 
minutes) made in defense of the 
right of the individual to trial by 
jury. Always aware of changing 
world situations, Senator 
Thurmond warned of Soviet 
missiles in Cuba nearly a year 
before President Kennedy took 
action. And as early as 1964, he 
warned that our "no-win" policy 
in Vietnam was unwise and would 
cause the war to drag on for 
years.. 
Not able to rest on 
achievements of the past, Strom 
Thurmond has a remarkable 
grasp for the present. Almost 
daily, the newspaper announces a 
new grant or project benefitting a 
local area in South Carolina, 
obtained because of the in- 
fluences and expertise of Strom 
Thurmond. Our state, 26th in 
population, is not on bottom in 
areas Strom Thurmond can in- 
fluence: South Carolina is 
number 1 in the nation in funds 
received for financing homes in 
rural areas and small towns, and 
number 3 in the nation in amount 
of funds received for water and 
sewer projects. 
Strom Thurmond's record 
mirrors a deep confidence in 
young people. He appointed the 
first female messenger to the 
United States Senate in 1971, 
while his opponent was 
representing the South Carolina 
Senate in court action to exclude 
females as pages in that body. 
Senator Thurmond co-authored 
the Congressional amendment 
allowing 18-year-olds to vote, as 
far back as 1967, when supporters 
of the amendment were few and 
hard to find. As the issue began to 
attract national attention, he 
warned against following the 
path of political expediency and 
trying to lower it by any means 
other than an amendment, which 
he felt would prove un- 
constitutional and would delay 
action on the amendment. Time 
proved Senator Thurmond right. 
A court test of the 1970 attempt to 
lower the voting age by means 
other than a constitutional 
amendment resulted in the 
Congressional action being 
declared unconstitutional in part, 
and action on the passage of the 
amendment was needlessly 
delayed. Further, his intern 
program is the largest on Capital 
Hill, and he has contributed a 
sizable portion of his income over 
the years to establish scholar- 
ships for young people. 
From these few examples 
alone, one can readily see that 
Senator Thurmond's records is 
one of progress, based on a 
sensitivity to the needs of all the 
people. Because of Strom 
Thurmond's influence within the 
Nixon Administration, due to 17 
years of working within the 
federal bureaucracy to get the 
most for South Carolina, due to 
his influence within the Congress 
because of his ranking on major 
committees and his knowledge of 
Senate procedures, Strom 
Thurmond is able to most ef- 
fectively get the job done for 
South Carolina. 
Sincerely, 
Johnny Moon, Vice-President of 
the Student Body 
John Rivers, Student Senator 
Ronald Green, Student Senator 
David Rowe, Student Senator 
Maxine Norris, Student Senator 
Bert Taylor, Student Senator 
Rodney Sprott, Student Senator 
Bill CBowers, Student Senator 
Skip Cothran, Chief Legal 
Counsel 
John Hopkins, President Sigma 
Phi Epsilon Fraternity 
Mice and Men 
Final preparations are being 
made for the Clemson Players' 
production, "Of Mice and Men." 
The play, the second Players 
production of the season, is 
scheduled to run November 9, 10, 
11, 16, 17, and 18, in Daniel Hall 
Auditorium. 
Each performance will begin at 
8 p.m. 
John Steinbeck adapted his 
well-known novel for the stage 
production. "Of Mice and Men" 
has been awarded the Drama 
Critics Award, the Pulitzer Prize, 
and the Nobel Prize and has been 
called "one of the best-loved 
American plays." 
The story revolves around the 
friendship of two farmhands — 
George, played by Dave Anctil, 
and Lennie, played by Mike 
Ausherman. Also included in the 
cast are Len Carson as Mae, Jack 
H. Gooden as Candy, Phil Hanna 
as Slim, Bob Johnson as Curley, 
Stan Ulmer as Carlson, Phil 
Davis as Whit, and John Bolt as 
Boss. The play is directed by 
Robert Barton; the technical 
director is Arthur Fear. 
American 
Cancer Society f. 
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Now  Thru  Sat   •   Nov. 4 
WATCH THEM OPERATE! Campus bulletin 
In Color  »' PG-Raling 
Late Show Fri.-Sat. 10:30 
"The Wicked Die Slow" 
In  Color   >   R-Haling 
Sun.-Mon.-Tue.  • Nov. 5-7 
"BRILLIANT." 
-juditn Crht. N.Y. Magazine 
Carnal Knowledge 
MiteNktoKJadiNidiofcon. 
Candice Bagea Arthur Garfunkd. 
AnnMargret and Jules Feiffcr. 
In Color   •   R-Rating 
CLEMSON   THEATRE 
All campus bulletins must be 
brought to the Tiger office by Tuesday 
midnight. 
ABRAHAM, ZOROASTER, 
KRISHNA, Buddha, Moses, Jesus, 
Mohammed, the Bab, Baha'u'llah . . . 
Prophets of One God. The Baha'i Club 
meets in the Gutter beneath the 
YMCA, Thursday, November 9, at 8 
p.m. 
STUDENT NURSES 
ASSOCIATION will meet Monday, 
November 6, at 7:30 p.m. in room 1 of 
Kinard Physics Laboratory. A 
program has been planned. 
THE EDITORS OF TH« 
CHRONICLE wish to thank APO and 
GSS for their assistance Inl 
distributing the magazine Wednesday) 
night.  
PATTERSON'S 
REALTY AND 
INSURANCE 
for 
OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING 
525 College Ave. 
Clemson 
JERRY LEWIS CINEMA 
KEOWEE VILLAGE - SENECA 
Now you can see 
'Hie Graduate" again 
or for the first time. 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN 
MooucnoM 
It    U llnllUH I L AN AVCO EMBASSY FILM 
ANNE BANCROFT   DUSTIN HOFFMAN • KATHARINE ROSS 
SC"lt NPI»V BY SONGS BY 
CALDER WILLINGHAM ^BUCK HENRY PAUL SIMON 
XWOIMDIli »"OOOC£DBV 
SIMON ~GARFUNKEL  LAWRENCE TURMAN 
U'«!CtEDB* 
MIKE NICHOLS TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION-An *«.■••*<»« MMM^fff 
SHOWS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 & 9 P.M. 
SATURDAY SHOWS 1, 3, 5. 7 8t 9 P.M. 
SUNDAY SHOWS AT 3:00. 4:45, 6:30 8c 8:15 P.M. 
LATE  SHOW 
HELD  OVER  FOR  3rd  GREAT  WEEK 
Oi/CMeufah 
RATED "X" — NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED 
ADMISSION   $3.00 
FRIDAY 8c SATURDAY 11 P.M. — SUNDAY 10 PJM. 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION will meet Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. in the Tiger lounge, on the 9th 
level of the Student Center. Officers 
will be elected. 
THE MARINE CORPS OFFICER 
SELECTION team will be on campus 
November 8 and 9. They will be here 
with a helicopter for free orientation 
flights    (if you are not a female). 
BUTTERFLIES     ARE      FREE, 
performed by the Clemson Com- 
munity Theatre in the Food Industries 
Auditorium Nov. 3 and 4 at 8 p.m.; 
admission is $2 for adults, $.50 for 
students, free for Clemson students 
with ID cards; director Joe Merck; 
tetdesigner Gerbrand Poster. 
A CHICKEN BARBECUE will be 
sponsored by the Alpha Tau Alpha 
Fraternity and the Society for the 
Advancement of Agricultural 
Education on Saturday morning, 
November 4, at Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Serving hours will be from 10:30 a.m. 
until 1:00 p.m. Patrons are asked to 
enter Gate 8 at the Coliseum. Cost for 
plate of half chicken, potato chips, 
slaw, rolls, and tea is $1.50. Advance 
purchase of tickets not necessary. 
AN INTRODUCTORY TALK ON 
ECKANKAR, the ancient art of soul 
travel, will be held Wednesday, 
November 8, at 7:30 in the YMCA. 
Guest speaker will be Kathy Webb 
from the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. All interested persons 
are invited to attend. 
CLEMSON UNITARIAN 
FELLOWSHIP will present David J. 
Marx, Sunday November 6, at 10:30 
a.m. in the YMCA Clubroom. His 
lecture is titled, "Religion as Viewed 
by Scientific Psychology." The public 
is invited. 
DECEMBER GRADUATES 
SHOULD order graduation an- 
nouncements from November 1 until 
November 17 at the Clemson Book 
Store. 
THE    SECOND   ANNUAL    JOINT 
Weightlifters (Gorillas) vs. Ruggers 
Beerbust will be held on Friday, 
November 3 from 7 p.m. until .... at 
the VFW Hall. Featured will be tag 
team and duration beer drinking 
competition. Bring beerdrinking dates 
who don't mind getting very high. For 
further information call Dennis 
McRoyan at 656-9907. 
THE CLEMSON CHAPTER of the 
American Association of University 
Professors will sponsor a talk by Dr. 
William C. Jennings, Assistant 
Commissioner for Fiscal Affairs, 
South Carolina Commission on High- 
way Education, in Room 1, Physics 
Building, on Thursday, November 9, 
at 4 p.m. Dr. Jennings will speak on 
Formula Budgeting Systems. Chapter 
members and all other interested 
parties are urged to attend. 
THE SOCIOLOGY CLUB will meet 
Thursday, November 19, at 7 p.m. in 
meeting room #2 of Byrnes Hall. 
Stanley Shernock, instructor in 
sociology, will speak on graduate 
school. Plans for next semester and 
elections will be discussed. New 
student members and faculty are 
welcome. For further information, 
call Meg, 656-6723. 
SAILING CLUB meets Wednesday, 
November 8, at 7 p.m. in Martin 101. 
The trip to the Bahamas, a club party, 
and the points of sailing will be 
discussed. Everyone is welcome. 
GEOLOGY SEMINAR on the 
sinkhole problem along proposed 
route of Interstate Highway 459 near 
Greenwood, Alabama will be 
presented by Charles W. Copeland of 
the Geological Survey of Alabama. 
The seminar will be November 3 at 
9:05 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. in Room 235 of 
Brackett Hall. 
BY THE TIME YOU READ this the 
TIGER staff will bedownaftera great 
high. Since they are going Eastern, 
wish them luck that their luggage 
catches up to them. 
~! 
DIRECT FROM ITS HIGHLY ACCLAIMED 
SHOWING AT THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL! 
RAT CITY 
"John Huston's most powerful picture in years! 
The surprise hit of this year's 
Cannes Film Festivalr-tZSZT** 
"John Huston has directed it masterfully. A work 
of solid and effective realism!" 
— Thomas Qumn Cuttiss, International Herald Tribune 
"John Huston directed this film. The work of a great 
filmmaker with a great heart!" -Robert Chazat, France Son 
"It is John Huston's best in many a year! The 
sensation of the Cannes Festival, unanimously 
acclaimed. Directed with such beauty, truth and 
humanity...it is a transcendent experience!" 
—Bernard Drew, Gannett News Service 
"A brilliantly acted piece of Americana which marks 
the return of John Huston to his top form. 
Perhaps the best film seen at Cannes!""!^,'f,mh a°n«°n) 
"The biggest, most exciting hit of the Cannes 
Film Festival. FAT CITY has been enthusias- 
tically greeted by public and press alike. Lean, 
absorbing, moving and thoroughly entertaining!" 
-David Overbey. Boston Globe 
COLUMBIA PICTURES and 
RASTAR PRODUCTIONS 
Present 
STACY KEACH 
JEFF BRIDGES 
SUSAN TYRRELL m 
AJOHN HUSTON- 
RAY STARK PRODUCTION 
"FATCITY"-Screenplay by 
LEONARD GARDNER 
based on his book 
Produced by RAY STARK 
Directed by JOHN HUSTON 
m ruan-u SMMHCI WMOTB « 
MALL 
CINEMA 
Lower Level - Wade Hampton Mall 
Greenville, S. C. — 235-2834 
NOW   SHOWING 
. 3:50 - 5:40 - 7:30 - 9:20 
Sundays 3-5-7-9 
COMING SOON 
GEORGE C. SCOTT 
"The New Centurion." 
Cinema 
Andersori 
MALL THEATRE Anderson Mall 225 
1200, "Ra Expedition" at 1, 3, 5, 7, 
9. 
OSTEEN N. Main St. 224-6900, "Billy 
Jack" at 1, 3, S, 7, 9. 
Clemson 
ASTRO III College Ave., 654-1670, 
"The Salzburg Connection"; 
Starts Sun.: "Bad Company"; 
Starts .Wed.: "Come Back 
Charleston Blue". 
CLEMSON THEATRE Downtown 654- 
3230, "Hospital" with George C. 
Scott; Starts Sun.: "Carnal 
Knowledge"; Starts Wed.: 
"Snoopy Come Home". 
Greenville 
ASTRO I 291 By-Pass • 242-3293, 
"Thoroughly Modern Millie" at 2, 
5, 8. 
ASTRO II 291 BY—Pass 242 3293, 
"Hammer" at 2, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30, 
9:20. 
FOX N. Main St. 232-7111, "Melinda" 
at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. 
MALL Wade Hampton Mall 235-2834, 
"Fat City". 
TOWER Bell Tower Shopping Center 
232-2117, "Elvis On Tour"; 
Coming: "Red Mantle," a 14th 
century love story. 
CAMELOT McAlister Square 235-0356, 
"Ra Expedition" at 1, 3. 5. 7. 9' 
Late show Fri. and Sat.: "Alice's 
Restaurant" at 11:15 p.m. 
Classifieds 
WANTED: Female roommate to 
share 2 bedroom apartment after Dec. 
21. Call Hilda at 654-1332. 
FOUND: Good ring about 6 weeks ago 
in shower in new A-7. Call 656-7831, A- 
748. 
W MARRIED STUDENT COUPLE -£ 
desires housing in Clemson area. 
Unfurnished apartment        or 
reasonably-furnished trailer desired. 
Needed for the first of January, 1973. 
Anyone with information please call 
654-4145. 
WANTED: Two side-by-side tickets to 
the Clemson-Carolina game. Will pay 
five dollars each. Call Lou at 656-6151. 
WILL SHARE APT. $72.50/ mo. 32 
Deauville AptS., 654-1983. 
astro 3 theatre 
COLLEGE AVENUE/6541670 
[ /AT if YOUR LOCAL MOVIE THEATRE 
NOW THRU SATURDAY 
r~THE SALZBURG 
2c> 
Century-Foi COLOR BY DELUXE* 
NOW THRU SATURDAY 
STARTS SUNDAY 
Jeff Bridges in 
"BAD 
COMPANY" 
Rated PG 
Paramount Picture 
STARTS WEDNESDAY 
"COME BACK 
CHARLESTON 
BLUE" 
With Godfrey 
Cambridge 
Warner  Brothers 
Picture 
novembcr S, 1S7S — the tt*er — 
Forensic Society finals   I  CDA explains concert.,. 
By KATHY QUINBY 
The finals of the second annual 
Calhoun Forensic Society Speech 
Night contest were held Wed- 
nesday evening in Daniel 
Auditorium. Janet Bridges 
received the first place trophy for 
her speech, "Has Richard Nixon 
always been consistent in his 
political career?" 
Placing second was Carey 
McKain speaking on "What is 
McGovern's position on defense 
spending?" Mike Haigler 
received third place  with  the 
Rich resigns 
deanship 
Dr. Linvil G. Rich, dean of the 
College of Engineering since 
1961, has resigned his deanship to 
return to full-time teaching and 
research as professor of en- 
vironmental systems 
engineering. 
Until a successor to Rich is 
named, Prof. James L. Edwards, 
assistant to the dean, has been 
appointed acting dean, said Dr. 
Victor Hurst, vice president for 
academic affairs and dean of the 
university. 
Under Rich's leadership the 
College of Engineering has en- 
joyed its greatest era of ex- 
pansion and gained international 
reputation in several new fields. 
The environmental systems 
engineering department, 
established in 1966, is called "one 
of the nation's very best" by the 
publication "The Environment 
Monthly" in its August 1972 issue. 
Clemson's graduate program in 
bioengineering is widely known 
and was one of the earliest in the 
nation organized to prepare 
students specifically for the 
technology of artificial organ 
development. 
Rich is a native of Pana, 111., 
and a graduate of Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute, where he 
received his bachelor, master 
and doctoral degrees. He taught 
six years at VPI and four years at 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
prior to coming to Clemson in 
1961. 
Folksinger 
to appear 
Ed Kilbourne, nationally- 
known folk singer will conduct 
the worship service at 11 a.m. 
Sunday (Nov. 5) at the Clemson 
United Methodist Church. The 
celebration is entitled "Jesus 
Christ The Life of the Party!" 
"Jesus Christ — The Life of the 
Party!" is a worship event in- 
spired by the party celebrations 
found in the life and teachings of 
Christ, all the way from the 
angelic announcement over 
Bethlehem through tehe wedding 
at Cana, to the return of the 
prodical son. The sights and 
sounds, involving the 
congregation   in   sumbolic   ex- 
periences   to   becoming   new. 
creations in Christ, and letting 
themselves go in love. 
topic "Should college students be 
able to vote in the town where 
they go to school?", and Tim 
Hackett placed fourth with "Will 
labor end up supporting 
McGovern on election day?" 
Charles Montgomery, the 
debate coach and moderator for 
the evening, awarded the 
trophies to the winners. 
Judges for the contest were Dr. 
H. Morris Cox, dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts; Susan G. 
Delony, assistant dean of 
students; Melvin Long, director 
of public relations; W. Harry 
Durham, director of the 
University communications 
center; and Samuel F. Williams, 
president of the Clemson 
Forensic Union. 
The student speakers, all from 
English 301 classes, spoke from 
five to seven minutes and chose 
their topics from the gneral area 
of "The American Political 
Scene." 
WFBC   gives 
political show 
On Sunday, November 5 from 
7:00 to 11:30 p.m., WFBC-TV in 
Greenville will bring to its 
viewers a 4 1/ 2 hour live 
"political marathon." With more 
than 90 local politicians from 
North and South Carolina 
scheduled to appear, "Meet the 
Candidates" promises to go to 
even greater heights than its 
sister program which hosted 
candidates for the primary 
elections held earlier this year. 
The primary "Meet the Can- 
didates" program was hailed as 
"the most significant con- 
tribution as a public service to 
the community in a long time." 
By BILL THORNELOE 
Many people felt, following the 
Flash Cadillac concert on Oc- 
tober 21, that the Central Dance 
Association had botched what 
could have been a fairly fun 
evening. Grumbling was 
prevalent among those who saw 
only a good view of the back of 
someone's head, those who quit 
breathing, those who were in- 
jured, those who were used as 
impromptu chairs, and those felt 
generally robbed. 
Doug Hambrecht, president of 
CDA, sympathized with those 
forced to stand up. "Most people 
complained there was not room 
enough to see. The emcee told 
everyone to stand up, but later we 
told Flash to tell them to sit down. 
The people in the front five or six 
rows refused to sit down, making 
this problem more their fault 
than the emcee's fault. What can 
we do, sit there with a shotgun?" 
Hambrecht indicated that the 
CDA may discontinue having 
concerts in Harcombe Common 
Dining Hall. "We sold 3,000 
tickets, and 3,000 people showed 
up. There was not much profit 
because we limited tickets sales 
and kept the price down to $2 a 
head." The lack of a large profit 
and the aroused anger of the 
audience may bring an end to 
future dining hall concerts, he 
said. 
Besides the crowding, some 
people complained of injuries. 
Hambrecht said, "I understand 
that a drum stick was thrown out 
and hit some girl on the eye. 
Although I heard her boyfriend 
cussed out the band fairly well, I 
don't know how she is now." 
Another complaint was a lack 
of ventilation, leading to several 
fainting incidents. "I didn't 
realize it was so hot in there until 
This election year. . 
Show 'em what you stand for with a 
Clemson Tiger Paw Tie 
and let 'em see it by the light of your 
Clemson Tiger Paw Zippo Lighter 
WE  HAVE OTHER  FINE  CLOTHES AND 
FORMAL WEAR AT 
¥ 
882-3344 
Oconee Square 
Seneca 
638-6712 
Brown's Square 
Walhalla 
I saw a girl faint. After that we 
started opening doors." 
Hambrecht continued, "We 
had plans to open doors in case of 
emergency, and had people with 
keys stationed near all exists." 
So while the CDA had plans to 
deal with a panicky audience, 
there were procedures to com- 
pensate for the poor facilities of 
the dining hall, or to prevent a 
minority of the audience from 
ruining the concert for most of 
the 3,000. 
•?•• I 
VOTE 
Nov. 7 I 
BICYCLES 
3, 5, and 10 Speed 
Sales and Service 
Oconee Cycle Shop 
North First Street 
Seneca, S. C. 
We also have Motorcycle 
Parts, Sales & Service 
L^arouna   Je efface 
MOTEL 
NORTH MURRAY AVE. AT CLINKSCAIES 
ANDERSON, SOUTH  CAROLINA 
PHONE 226-3411 
DOWNTOWN • COFFEE SHOP • PHONES 
AIR CONDITIONED • TV • SWIMMING POOl 
Beat  The 
Tarheels 
LYNCH DRUG CO 
Downtown Clemson 
POULTRY CORNER 
There's  turkeys  in  the 
trees. 
Some  swinging   by   their 
necks, 
Some by their knees. 
You    can    hear    them 
freaking, 
You    can    hear    them 
screaching. 
Get the turkeys. 
Get the turkeys. 
Get   the   turkeys   in   the 
trees! 
WHY IS EVERYONE IN 
A HURRY TO GET JO THE Dairy Queen 
ZOCXJO   *£L9 
COME AND FIND OUT 
FRONTAGE RD., U.S.  123 CLEMSON, S. C. 
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Eastern's Leisure Class. 
Sometimes itls Coach. Sometimes itls First Qass. 
Sometimes itls Free. 
Usually you pay Youth Fare and you get a 
seat in Coach. 
After you buy a Leisure Class'ticket at the 
regular Youth Fare, any of three things can happen. 
Since Leisure Class is a Conditional 
Reservation, it's possible you won't get on the flight 
you made a reservation for But, if you do, you'll 
usually get a seat in Coach. 
If Coach is full and First Class isn't, you 
get First Class. 
You'll get a seat in First Class. Drink First 
Class drinks and enjoy First Class service. 
And you still enjoy the Youth Fare. 
11 % of all the people who bought a Leisure 
Class ticket last year got a First Class seat. 
If the plane is full, you spend time waiting 
but no money flying. 
You get a seat in the lobby. Then we refund 
your money and send you off on our next flight 
with an available seat. Free. 
We invented Leisure Class to solve the age- 
old airline problem of "no shows" (people 
who make reservations, but don't show up for the 
flight). Since Leisure Class saves us the 
money we would lose on "no shows," we don't 
mind letting Leisure Class passengers save their 
money when everybody does show up. 
Last year, 95% of the people who bought a 
Leisure Class ticket got on the plane they wanted. 
The rest (over 12,000 people) got a free ride. 
To qualify, just make a Leisure Class 
reservation as you would a reservation for First or 
Coach. Then, be at the boarding gate with your Leisure Class ticket 20 minutes before flight time. 
If you have to wait for a flight with an available seat, it might be anywhere from 
several minutes to several hours. Of course, the number of Leisure Class reservations is limited per 
flight and not available on all our flights to all destinations or on all fares. Nor when the plane itself 
is grounded due to equipment, substitutions or failures or weather conditions. 
So call Eastern Airlines at 800 438-5510. Or call your travel agent.They're the only ones who 
can tell you about Leisure Class. 
^ EASTERN The Wings of Man. 
"The Wings of Man" is a registered service mark of Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 
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Congressional Hecord 
Below you will find the votes of your Congressmen and Senators 
on 10 important bills which came before the Congress in the past 
few years.  The N.S.L. took a position on each of these issues 
and if your Representative voted in accord with the N.S.Lo 
position he/she was given a +, if the vote was against the N.S.L. 
position a - was given. 
-KEY- 
+ Vote favorable to N.S.L. position 
- Vote unfavorable to N.S.L. position 
A+ Announced position favorable to N.S.L. 
A- Announced position unfavorable to N.S.L, 
0 Not in Congress at time of vote. 
X Not voting. 
P+ Favorable pair. 
P- Unfavorable pair, 
The National Student Lobby is a non- 
profit, non-partisan organization aimed 
at lobbying for what they believe are in 
the best student interests. The House 
chart is on page 9. 
10 
SENATE 
1. 18 Year Old Vote Mansfield amendment- lowering to 18 
voting age for all Federal, state and local elections, 
effective Jan. 1, 1971 Adopted 64- (Yea) to 17 (Nay) on 
3/12/70. N.S.L. Position - Yea. 
Vietnam Hatfield (R Oregon) - McGovern (D S.D.) Amend- 
ment cutting off funds for U.S. military activities in 
Indochina as of Dec. 31, 19 71. Rejected by a vote of 
42 (Yea) to 55 (Nay) on 6/16/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
Cannikin Blast HR 9388 Atomic Energy Commission. Gravel 
CD Alaska) amendment delaying Project Cannikin, an under- 
ground nuclear test on Amchitka Island, Alaska, until May 
31, 1972 unless the President schedules the test in the 
interest of national security. Rejected by a vote of 37 
(Yea) to 57 (NayKon 7/20/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
S.S.T. Second Supplemental Appropriations. Proxmire (D 
Wise.) amendment striking $ 8 5.3 million for continued 
development of the S.S.T. Adopted by a vote of 58 (Yea) 
to 37 (Nay) on 5/19/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
Draft Schweiker (R Pa.) amendment extending the draft for 
two years as pro- 
43 (Yea) to 49 
one year (to June 30, 197 2) instead of 
vided in the bill. Rejected by a vote of 
(Nay)i on 6/4/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
Bombing Gravel amendment (D Alaska) providing for the 
cessation of bombing and other air attacks over Indochina 
except for the protection of withdrawing American troops. 
Rejected by a vote of 19 (Yea) to 64 (Nay) on 9/5/ 71. 
N.S.L. position - Yea. 
7. Harris Amendment, 
CD Okla) 
S. 659, The Higher Education Act of 1971 
Harris T T amendment declaring it the sense of the 
Congress that there be student representation on the gov- 
erning boards of colleges and universities. Adopted by a 
vote of 66 (Yea) to 28 (Nay) on 2/29/72. N.S.L. position- Yea. 
Voter Registration S. 2574 Voter Registration Act. Motion 
to table (kill), and thus defeat, the bill establishing a 
nationwide system of voter registration by mail for all 
Federal elections. Adopted by a vote of 46 (Yea) to 42 (Nay) 
on 3/15/72. N.S.L. position - Nay 
Equal Rights Amendment. H J Res 2 08. Passage of the resolu- 
tion containing a constitutional amendment guaranteeing 
equal rights for men and women. Passed by a vote of 84 (Yea) 
to 8 (Nay) on 3/22/72. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
Vietnam S 3526 State Dept Authorizations TByrd (D W.Va.) 
amendment to make an internationally supervised cease-fire 
a condition for withdrawal, thus adding the language pro- 
posed by President Nixon. Adopted by a vote of 47 (Yea) to 
43 (Nay). N.S.L. position - Nay 
South Carolina 
Hollings (D) 
Thurmond (R) 
South Dakota 
McGovern (D) 
Mundt (R) 
North Carolina 
Ervin (D) 
Jordan (D) 
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Six of ten 
college 
editors pick 
McGovern 
More than six out of ten college 
editors chose Senator McGovern 
as their personal choice for 
President, but eight out of ten 
believe President Nixon will be 
re-elected. 
This is a principal finding of a 
survey, made during the week of 
September 11, by Newsweek and 
the Associated Collegiate Press. 
Questionnaires were mailed to 
more than 800 college newspaper 
editors. More than 300 
questionnaires were returned 
and the findings are based on this 
sample. The results were 
prepared by Beta Research, Inc., 
under the supervision of 
Newsweek. 
In response to a question on 
whether the student editors 
planned to work actively for the 
candidate of their choice, 58.9% 
said no. Despite the fact that six 
out of ten of the editors chose 
McGovern as their candidate, 
only 49.5% of them believed that 
the majority of the student body 
of their campuses would vote for 
McGovern; 47%said the majority 
of the student body would vote for 
Nixon; 2.4%said it was a toss-up; 
and 1% made no response. 
On President Nixon's 
credibility, 46% said that he is 
occasionally, usually or 
generally believable, whereas 
76.6% of the editors feel that 
George McGovern is generally, 
usually or occasionally 
believable. 
The college editors chose as the 
top "three domestic issues in the 
campaign, in this order: inflation 
and the economy, expenditures 
for defense, and tax reforms. The 
three most critical international 
issues in determining the election 
were, in this order: the war in 
Indochina, the Israeli — Arab 
conflict, and relations with 
China. Inflation and the 
economy, and the war in In- 
dochina were the two most 
overriding issues. 
On a scale of one to six, the 
following were ranked in order of 
importance in "swinging" the 
upcoming election: 1. labor, 2. big 
business, 3. youth, 4. Blacks, 5. 
ethnic groups, 6. women. 
If only today's youth (college 
and non-college) voted the 
editors gave their opinions on 
whether a Black, a woman or a 
member of any other minority 
could be elected. Nearly 45% of 
the student editors said a Black 
could be elected President. 
Julian Bond was named most 
often as the candidate-elect. Only 
36.9% said a member of any other 
minority could win and Cesar 
Chavez was the choice most 
frequently named. But 50.2% said 
a woman could be elected and 
Shirley Chisholm was named 
more often than any other 
woman. 
Seventy-six per cent thought 
that there would be no truce 
called on the war in Vietnam 
before the election. 
They predicted that an average 
total of 57.6% of the student 
population on their campuses 
would vote. 
And finally, they described 
themselves as "liberal 
Democrats" (25.4%) more often 
than any other political 
description and their campuses' 
political position as "independent 
learning toward Democrat" 
(22.6%). 
Taxes: "Reform of our Federal 
income tax system is long over- 
due. Special preferences in the 
law permit far too many Ameri- 
cans to pay less than their fair 
share of taxes. Too many other 
Americans bear too much of the 
tax burien." 
— Richard M. Nixon 
Message to Congress 
April 21,1969 
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Congressional Hecord 
HOUSE 
18 
W 
Year  Old  Vote, HR 4249 Adoption of the resolution 
Res 914) agreeing to the Senate amendments to HR 4249- 
and thus clearing for the President's signature the bill 
extending for five years the Voting Rights Act of 1965 
and lowering the voting age to 18a Adopted 272 (Yea) to 
132 (Nay) on 6/17/71. A "Nay" vote was in support of the 
President's position. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
2. Draft Whalen (R Ohio) amendment extending the draft for 
one year instead of two. Rejected by a vote of 19 8 (Yea) 
to 200 (Nay). N.S.L. position - Yea. 3/31/71 
3. Higher Education Funds HR 7016 Office of Education Appro- 
priations. Hathaway (D Maine) amendment adding $ 728c6 
million for education programs. Rejected by a vote of 18 8  . 
(Yea) to 191 (Nay) on 4/7/71, N.S.L. position - Yea. 
4. Basic Grants. HR 7 248 Higher Education Act of 19717 Quie 
(K Minn.) and Fraser (D Minn.) amendment to substitute a 
national "basic grant" program instead of extension of 
existing state administered programs. Rejected by a vote 
of 117 (Yea) to 257 (Nay) on 9/28/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
5o
 yterns. HR 7248 Higher Education Act of 1971. Amendment 
deleting language in bill establishing an Interns for 
Political Leadership program. Adopted 229 (Yea) to 149 
(Nay) on 11/3/71. N.S.L. position - Nay. 
6
» Sex Pis crimination. HR 7248 Higher Education Act of 1971. 
Amendment to exempt the undergraduate admissions policies 
of all institutions of higher education from tne ban on sex 
discrimination. Adopted by a vote of 186 (Yea) to 181 (Nay). 
onll/4/71. N.S.L. position - Nay. 
7, Defense Ceiling HR 117 31 Defense Appropriations. Riegle (R 
Mich) amendment limiting the net defense expenditures to 
9 5 per cent of the funds budgeted for fiscal 197 2 (about 
a $ 3.8 billion cut). Rejected by a vote of 74 (Yea) to 
308 (Nay) on 11/17/71. N„S.L0 position - Yea. 
8, S.S.T.' H J Res 46 8. Department of Transportation Appropria- 
tions". Yates amendment to delete section appropriating an 
additional $134 million for development of the S.S.T. air- 
craft. Adopted by a vote of 217 (Yea) to 204 (Nay) on 
3/18/71. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
9, Vietnam Fund Cut-Off. HR 15495" Defense Procurement Author- 
ization. Harrington (D Mass) amendment to cut off all funds 
for U.S. military activity in and over Vietnam, Cambodia and 
Laos, and the territorial waters of those nations subject 
only to the release of U.S. prisoners of war and an accounting 
of those missing in action. Rejected by a vote of 15 3 (Yea) 
to 244' (Nay) on 6/27/72. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
10. Minimum Wage HR 7130 Minimum Wage Increase. Amendment to 
delete language permitting employment of youths at sub- 
minimum wages. Rejected by a vote of 170 (Yea) to 227 (Nay). 
on 5/11/72. N.S.L. position - Yea. 
South Carolina 
1 Davis, M. (D) 
2 Spence, F. (R) 
3 Dorn, W.  (D) 
4 Mann, J. (D) 
5 Gettys, T. (D) 
6 McMillan, J. (D)) 
North Carolina 
1 Jones, W. (D) 
2 Fountain, L. (D) 
3 Henderson, D0 (D) 
4 Galifianakis, N. CD) 
5 Mizell, W. (R) 
6 Preyer, R. (D) 
7 Lennon, A. (D) 
8 Ruth, E. (R) 
9 Jonas, C. (R) 
10 Broyhill, J. (R) 
11 Taylor, R. (D) 
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Opinion: 
Constitutional 
reform 
By C. BRUCE LITTLEJOHN 
Associate Justice, S. C. Supreme 
Court 
The present judicial section of 
the South Carolina Constitution, 
which the legislature asks the 
voters to amend in November, 
was adopted as a part of the 
Constitution in 1895. Several 
portions of this section were 
copied verbatum or in essence 
from the Constitution of 1868. 
In 1895, South Carolina had 
about one-half as many people as 
it has today; there was no air- 
plane travel; automobiles were 
little more than a gleam in the 
eye of Henry Ford; there were no 
hard surfaced roads; there was 
little insurance litigation; crime 
was minimal; children were 
walking to school; and the far- 
mer was plowing his fields with 
mules. All of these things have 
changed, but the basic law 
controlling the operation of civil 
and criminal courts as set forth in 
the judicial section of the Con- 
stitution has remained the same. 
This constitutional section was 
wise and adequate for 1895, but it 
placed the legislature and the 
courts in a strait-jacket. It is not 
sufficiently flexible to allow the 
courts to cope with today's needs. 
The problem in our state is not 
singular. Several other states are 
voting on similar amendments 
this fall. No state is without grave 
problems in the administration of 
justice. Most states have taken 
meaningful action and made 
substantial changes in their laws 
so as to permit the courts to deal 
with the litigation explosion and 
the tremendous increase in 
crime. In preparing the amend- 
ment which will be submitted to 
the people, the legislature of this 
state had the benefit of the ex- 
periences of many states which 
have already dealt with similar 
problems. 
The legislature proposes this 
amendment because Senators 
and House Members are aware 
that there is great discontent in 
South Carolina and throughout 
the United States with the 
operation of the court systems. 
This proposal is inspired by a 
clamor among lay people for 
needed improvement in the 
administration of justice. 
In the last few years, some 
progress has been made in South 
Carolina in improving the ad- 
ministration of justice. Fo> 
example, the Judicial Council 
and the South Carolina Judicial 
Conference have been formed. 
There have been brought into 
being liberal rules of discovery. 
Legislation has been enacted to 
provide counsel for indigent 
defendants, and post conviction 
procedures have been 
established. Summary judgment 
and pre-trial conferences have 
been provided. Family courts 
have been established. But we 
have made substantially all of the 
progress which can be made 
without a change in the Con- 
stitution of this state. 
As one approaches the 
problem, it should be kept in 
mind that courts are not created 
for the benefit of the judges or the 
lawyers, or the sheriffs, or the 
clerks of court, or the coroners, 
or the solicitors, of any other 
office holders. When the interest of 
any particular group conflicts 
with the interest of the mass of 
people for whom the court system 
is created, the interest of the 
particular group must be 
secondary. Courts are created for 
the benefit of the people and their 
interest is paramount. 
It is difficult for the layman to 
understand how a man charged 
with robbery can be released on 
bond and walk the street for a 
year before his case is tried. It is 
difficult for a person injured in an 
automobile accident to un- 
derstand why he must, in many 
counties, wait for two years 
before his case can be tried 
before a jury. These are the kinds 
of problems the Judicial Reform 
Amendment will correct. 
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Julian Bond: why we must vote this year 
By JULIAN BOND 
Member of the Georgia House of 
Representatives 
The 1972 elections — both the 
contest between Richard Nixon 
and George McGovern for the 
Presidency as well as the many 
state, county and municipal 
races for sheriff or United States 
Senator or the hundreds of other 
elective offices on the ballot all 
over America on November 7th 
— are of vital importance to Black 
Americans and first-time voters. 
The Presidential race — which 
gives us a choice between two 
men who differ greatly on a host 
of issues — will decide the future 
of the country and will define the 
future relationship between 
government and the Black 
community. 
The other contests — if the 
choice is as clear as in the race 
for the nation's highest office — 
will decide similar issues on a 
level closer to each of us. 
That is why our votes are so 
vital this year. Over the past few 
years, we have voted more, but 
we seem to enjoy it less. Indeed, 
even as Black voter registration 
figures have increased in the 
South, Black voting totals have 
decreased in Northern cities. 
Politics has enjoyed a recent 
vogue in the national Black 
community. The elections of Carl 
Stokes, Richard Hatcher and 
Kenneth Gibson gave some sense 
of hope to Blacks all over the 
country. The historic campaign 
of U. S. Rep. Shirley Chisholm for 
the Presidency in 1972 opened 
doors for future such efforts, and 
the Gary Convention in March of 
this year brought together a 
formerly non-political section of 
Black Americans with politicians 
of the older, more regular type. 
But in the weeks following the 
two major party conventions 
Black excitement has dimmed. 
Black registration totals fell 
below levels predicted by voter 
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The Next Four Years 
In less than six weeks, we, the American people, will 
be choosing the President and Vice President of the 
United States for the next four years. But we will be 
doing more than that; we will be determining whether 
we want this country to continue along the course it 
has been taking during the past four years, or whether 
we want to restore to American political life its tradi- 
tional values of democratic liberalism and social concern. 
In an America striving to realize its own vision of 
equality and liberty under the rule of law, the Presidency 
requires particular qualities of character, leadership and 
moral force that transcend the narrow bounds of per- 
sonal ambition and of party politics. It requires a percep- 
tion of the things that are wrong with America— 
politically, socially, economically, morally—as well as 
the things that are right; and a sense of priorities that 
gives precedence to human needs and public integrity 
over the panoply of wealth and the arrogance of power. 
• • * 
The New York Times urges the election of George 
McGovern for President of the United States. We believe 
that Senator McGovern's approach to public questions, 
his humanitariaa philosophy and humane scale of values, 
his courage and his forthrightness can offer a new kind 
of leadership in American political life. We believe he 
can restore a sense of purpose to the American people 
as a whole, a sense of participation to their component 
parts and a sense of integrity to their Government. 
In these respects, it seems to us, the Presidency of 
Richard M. Nixon has largely failed. 
Mr. Nixon has indeed had his spectacular triumphs; 
and this newspaper has never hesitated to applaud the 
accomplishments of the President and his Administration 
when we thought that he was serving the best interests 
of the American people, even when in doing so he was 
adopting policies that he had spent a lifetime in opposing. 
But despite his best efforts—in regard to China, the 
Soviet Union, economic controls and so on—Mr. Nixon 
has failed both in principle and in practice in other areas 
of public policy even more vital than those in which He 
has scored his successes. 
Not only has Mr. Nixon failed to carry out his explicit 
pledge to end the Vietnam conflict, on which he won the 
election by a hair's breadth four years ago; he has pur- 
sued a policy that appears to move in one direction while 
actually moving in another. Constantly emphasizing the 
winding down of the war and the withdrawal of Amer- 
ican troops, Mr. Nixon has nevertheless enlarged the 
scope of hostilities, undertaken the biggest bombing 
campaign in history and committed American prestige 
to an increasingly authoritarian regime in Saigon. 
The Vietnam war is but one area where President 
Nixon has failed either to carry out his pledge or to 
give the nation the moral and political leadership that 
would indeed unite us—as he promised to do four years 
ago. This Administration appears to be without basic 
philosophy, without deeply held values, an Administra- 
tion whose guiding principle is expediency and whose 
overriding purpose is to remain in office. 
The pursuit of excellence has been subordinated to 
pursuit of the next election, as evidenced by some of 
Mr. Nixon's appointments in such ultra-sensitive areas 
of Government as the Department of Justice and the 
Supreme Court. In many of its social, economic and fiscal 
policies; in lax standards of probity and truthfulness in 
government; in favoritism toward special interests; in its 
addiction to secrecy; in its disregard of civil liberties and 
constitutional rights, the Nixon Administration has been 
a failure. 
President Nixon has shown himself willing to exacer- 
bate America's racial divisions for purely political pur- 
poses; he has countenanced and encouraged an ominous 
erosion of individual rights and First Amendment free- 
doms, and has demonstrated his indifference to such 
dangers by deliberately selecting Spiro T. Agnew as his 
potential successor to the Presidency. Protected by the 
White House curtain, he has stood above the political 
battle as the odor of corruption and of sleazy campaign 
practices rises above the Washington battlefield. 
• • • 
A McGovern administration, The Times believes, would 
reverse the unmistakable drift in Washington away from 
government of, by and for the people. It is undeniable 
that since his nomination Senator McGovern has been 
on the defensive, partly because of the Eagleton episode, 
partly because of ill-considered comments on specific 
points that he has subsequently modified or corrected, 
and partly because of the confused management of his 
own campaign. But on his record, and on what he has 
consistently stood for in his years of public office—a 
consistency in striking contrast to that of his opponent— 
it is clear that Mr. McGovern will fight for effective and 
necessary reforms in American social, political and 
economic institutions. 
What this election comes down to is a decision on the 
direction in which the United States is going to move 
for the, next four years. 
Are we going to continue to pursue a foreign policy 
that, for all its success in certain areas, is essentially 
based on military supremacy, on a strident nationalism 
and on a cynical power.game that could alienate this 
country from substantial segments of the international 
community? 
Are we going to continue to pursue a domestic policy 
that, in its fundamentals, is contemptuous of civil liber- 
ties, oblivious of deep social conflicts and racial and 
economic cleavages in the cities of America, and oriented 
toward that very "military-industrial complex" against 
which President Eisenhower perceptively warned us so 
many years ago? 
On virtually every major issue from the war to taxes, 
from education to environment, from civil liberties to 
national defense, Mr. McGovern—faltering though many 
of his statements have been—seems to us to be moving 
with the right priorities, with faith in the common man, 
and within the democratic framework. While this news- 
paper does not necessarily accept his program in every 
detail as he has thus far outlined it or as the Democratic 
platform has structured it, we are convinced that the 
direction of American policy in the next four years would 
be in safer hands under a McGovem-Shriver administra- 
tion than under the present regime. 
There can be no doubt that Mr. McGovern is now far 
behind in the Presidential race. But if he succeeds in 
these next few weeks in getting his basic philosophy of 
democratic government across to the electorate, a philos- 
ophy that rejects the meretricious appeal of his oppo- 
nents, Senator McGovern may yet touch a chord in the 
American voter that will respond to his own practical 
vision of an American society that cares and an Ameri- 
can democracy that works. 
registration professionals. An 
anti-intellectual apathy arose 
among the ebony and ivory 
towers where our young people 
presumably prepare themselves 
for a life of service to the Black 
nation. "Politics is white folks' 
business" became the crude 
slogan of this new know- 
nothingness, ignoring a history 
which showed us that we have 
received the business from white 
folks precisely because our 
politics are so un-together. They 
are un-together for reasons which 
will not be remedied between now 
and November 7th, reasons 
which have a historical base, but 
the chances of any remedy 
anytime are diminished by the 
increasing Black apathy toward 
the political process. 
The origin for much of this 
apathy is found in the political 
rhetoric which promises heaven 
on earth in return for a citizen's 
vote. As that has been demon- 
strated time and time again to be 
an empty promise, the automatic 
election day delivery of the vote 
has become more reluctant. 
The over-promise has produced 
an under-delivery. No election in 
America guarantees instant 
change. What America's elec- 
tions — like that set for 
November 7 — will do is set 
trends in motion and affect 
policies whose immediate result 
may not be clear to any of us at 
any given time. 
But those trends and policies do 
have the ability to give life or 
death to the hopes and 
aspirations we all hold. 
If two seats are exchanged on 
the Supreme Court, it may 
become a militant defender of the 
rights of man or a supporter of 
the status quo. An appropriation 
is voted for the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 
and our children get five glasses 
of milk a week instead of two. An 
aggressive Congress tries to 
restrain the new President, and 
he either wins and starts war 
anew or acquiesces and brings 
our boys home. Those decisions 
— and others — reach into each of 
our lives and pocketbooks. 
They are too important to be 
left to politicians alone. They 
must be made in concert with 
what it is you want, and if you do 
not cast your vote November 7th, 
they will be made without you. 
Recipes from 
Eleanor McGovern 
Stroganoff 
3 Tbsp flour 
iv2 tsp. salt 
'4 tsp. pepper 
1 clove garlic 
1 lb. sirloin, rib or tender round 
steak, >2 inch thick 
Combine flour, pepper and salt. 
Trim fat from meat and rub both 
sides with garlic. Pound flour 
mixture into the meat. Cut into 
thin strips. 
VA cup margarine or butter 
Vi cup minced onion 
'.4 cut water 
1 can condensed cream of 
chicken soup 
1 lb. sliced mushrooms 
1 cup sour cream 
Melt butter in heavy deep 
skillet. Brown meat strips, turn- 
ing often. Add onion. Saute until 
golden. Add water. Stir to dis- 
solve particles in the bottom. Add 
soup and mushrooms. Cook about 
V/z hours over very low heat. Add 
just before serving the sour 
cream. Heat but do not boil as 
cream will curdle. Serve sprin- 
kled with chopped parsley or 
chives. Serve with rice, noodles 
or potatoes. I prefer the noodles. I 
often make this recipe but do not 
add the sour cream. I freeze this 
sauce and then when I need it, 
thaw, heat and before serving 
add the sour cream. Good for 
those last minute guests! 
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The Election 
During the average election year, it would be too late in the 
campaign to influence a significant number of voters. 
However, the upcoming presidential election will be rather out 
of the ordinary, for many voters will wait until the last minute 
to determine the candidate of their choice. What makes them 
indecisive is not that the election is a choice of Tweedle-Dum 
or Tweedle-Dee, but rather that each of the candidates appeals 
to one of two different political and social philosophies, 
simultaneously coexisting in the voter and tugging him in 
different directions. It seems to be taken for granted, at least 
in voice, that the duty of the rich and powerful is to help the 
disadvantaged. The candidates differ basically in how they 
would accomplish this and who the disadvantaged are. 
McGovern's predominat concept is, simplistically stated, 
more government intervention on the behalf of the 
economically and socially disadvantaged, while Nixon 
basically calls for less government, holding to the classic 
economic idea that what benefits the rich must sooner or later 
benefit the poor, indirectly or directly. McGovern wants to 
generally limit his government to domestic affairs and to 
those international events which directly and immediately 
affect the United States. Nixon, on the other hand, wants less 
domestic involvement on the behalf of the U. S. disad- 
vantaged, but more of the role of the "world's policeman." 
Thus, the difference in philosophies lie in where the impact of 
U. S. government would fall. 
In this issue we have attempted to bring the reader a digest 
of varying opinions on aspects of each candidate's platform. 
We hope the voter will judge each man reasonably, without the 
trappings of emotion and narrow-mindedness of which it is 
often difficult to divest oneself. The heated and unscrupulous 
nature of the campaign has made it rather difficult to make 
any objective evaluations, but that is what is necessary and 
what we ask the voter to do. 
A crucial question seems to be what exactly the rights of 
man are. We cannot answer that completely in a few sen- 
tences, but would nevertheless like to point out a few things. 
Not all sectors of American society contribute equally to the 
costs of government — some add to it, some draw from it. Yet 
people who are disadvantaged because of discrimination in 
opportunity and the detrimental effects of past history — in 
short, who have no control over their abilities to contribute to 
society — should not be punished by those who control their 
fates. George McGovern seems to realize this more than does 
Richard Nixon, and for that reason and others we support him 
for the presidency. 
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Public Interests At Stake 
By J. L. McCOLLOUGH 
Dept. of History and Philosophy 
The polls report declining in- 
terest in this year's presidential 
election, partly because neither 
candidate has widespread per- 
sonal appeal. But this election 
has special importance precisely 
because the personal component 
fades into virtual insignificance 
beside the unusually grave issue 
to be decided. That central issue 
is whether America begins now to 
face the dominant fact of our 
age: the sudden emergence of a 
world in which there are few 
strictly private interest — a 
world in which almost every act 
raises a moral issue, because it is 
a world in which almost every act 
has public impact. 
This new reality is emerging 
with ominous swiftness today, at 
exactly the same rate as the 
population explosion. We already 
have undeniable signs of the 
social consequences of an elbow- 
to-elbow world, in which one 
man's freedom is another man's 
suffering. It now matters to me 
what a Japanese industrialist 
decides about the pollution 
problem; for I may have to suffer 
if he decides selfishly. And 
almost certainly my children or 
grandchildren will suffer for his 
current neglect of the public 
interest. In such a world it is no 
longer true that one has a fun- 
damental right to be as self- 
serving as he chooses. 
This takes the whole question of 
social policy out of an idealogical 
setting into an eminently prac- 
tical one. Public spiritedness is 
no longer an idealistic luxury; it 
is a survival issue with the 
greatest practical relevance to 
every one of us. It no longer 
matters what we think of the 
intrinsic merits of rugged in- 
dividualism, when problems of 
world-wide scope have become so 
pressingly relevant to the most 
intimately personal affairs — 
such as decisions about the size of 
one's family. 
The issue is not whether we 
should adopt a collectivist 
mentality with oppressive 
governmental controls; the 
question is whether we can 
justifiably exclude consideration 
of the public interest from our 
private deliberations. The extent 
of this conversion of private into 
public concerns is the most 
widely neglected but harshest 
political reality of our time. We 
need to adjust to it far more 
rapidly than we now are, for the 
inevitable adjustment will be 
comulatively more painful and 
disruptive with each passing 
year. But we are not likely to 
adjust more rapidly without 
strong leadership from men who 
are not just dimly aware of the 
new social reality but are cen- 
trally motivated by a deeply felt 
conviction of its seriousness. 
We have seen recently that 
leadership can make the crucial 
difference in periods of disrup- 
tive social change. In the early 
days of the integration con- 
troversy, a relatively peaceful 
transition was initiated only by 
those communities whose leaders 
faced up to its inevitability — 
whatever their personal feeling 
on the issue. The question today 
is where we can look for similarly 
perceptive leadership to smooth 
the transition to the politics 
necessarily dominated by public 
interest issues. Judging can- 
didates now requires considering 
not only the merits of their 
specific policies and pronoun- 
cements but also the clues these 
things provide about the clarity 
of the candidate's perception of 
that new social reality we have 
been considering. 
This is the most decisive 
measure of Mr. Nixon's 
deficiencies. It is by this measure 
that special importance attaches 
to the Watergate matter, the ITT 
deal, the wheat deal, the milk 
price deal, etc. If there has been 
some element of presidential self- 
serving here, that is important 
because it casts doubt on Mr. 
Nixon's capacity to inspire 
concern for the public interest. 
The same can be said about his 
largely negative or half-hearted 
record on consumer protection, 
environmental protection, social 
action programs, unemployment, 
inflation, tax reform to benefit 
wage earners rather than 
stockholders, etc. 
Mr. Nixon claims to be thinking 
of our individual pocketbooks in 
vetoing the pure water act and 
other public interest legislation. 
But the real reason these matters 
would play havoc with his budget 
is that he has given higher 
priority to excessive spending in 
other areas more beneficial to 
large private interests. For he 
believes the economy is best 
stimulated by putting the public's 
money in at the top of the 
economic heap instead of at the 
bottom, on the assumption that 
private enterprise thrives best on 
large concentrations of capital 
rather than on widely dispersed 
consumer spending.  These are 
value judgments, not just 
economic judgments. There is 
more here than just reverence for 
individual initiative; there is a 
belief about whose initiative it 
should be. Ane that belief exhibits 
unawareness of the passing of 
those days when we could afford 
the luxury of private enterprise 
disconnected from the common 
weal. 
Mr. McGovern's most basic 
divergence from Nixonian social 
policy is on this question how best 
to achieve our economic goals. 
Whatever one thinks of his 
specific social policies, their 
overall intent is clearly more 
directed toward the common 
interests of the general public 
than are Mr. Nixon's. 
McGovern's tax reform 
proposals are the clearest in- 
dication of this, being aimed at 
benefiting the wage-earning 
majority of the populace rather 
than large stockholders. That is 
why Wall Street is not sym- 
pathetic to them. Other items in 
his generally populist platform 
bespeak a man far more 
cognizant than Mr. Nixon of the 
emerging reality of a politics 
necessarily dominated by public 
interest issues. Necessarily, that 
is, if we are to avoid the worst 
practical effects of that elbow-to- 
elbow world which we are rapidly 
entering. 
Students For... 
By MARILYN WALSER 
If the presidential preferences 
of Clemson students are any 
indication of national trends, 
Richard Nixon will win on 
November 7, and he will win big. 
According to two polls con- 
ducted by Professor Leonard 
Berger's social psychology class, 
Nixon holds a startling lead over 
Democratic candidate George 
McGovern among University 
dorm residents, although on most 
other college campuses 
McGovern holds a marginal lead. 
Berger's most recent poll, con- 
ducted in late October, showed 
that 85.9% of the 1014 students 
polled will vote for Nixon while 
only 12.3% will support 
McGovern. One percent of those 
polled declared themselves in- 
dependent, and 1% gave no 
response. 
The October poll was the 
second one administered by the 
psychology students, who -were 
attempting to study trends in 
attitude change. An earlier 
survey was made in September, 
and after noting its results, the 
students tried through persuasion 
techniques to try to change voter 
preferences. They had little 
success. In the time between the 
two polls, Nixon picked up only 
1% of student support from 
previous independents and 
McGovern showed only a slight 
0.1% increase. 
One factor which was in- 
fluenced hy the time lapse was 
the voters' strength of support for 
the candidates. Each student who 
participated in the poll, after 
indicating his candidate choice, 
was asked to rate that candidate 
on a scale of "least of all evils ' 
(indicating very mild support) to 
"will be the greatest President of 
all" (designating avid support). 
The results indicated that with 
the passage of time more voters 
increased support of their par- 
ticular candidates. While in 
September Nixon had only 54% of 
his Clemson supporters 
classifying themselves as strong 
advocates,   the   October   poll 
registered 57% as strong Nixon 
fans. Likewise, McGovern had a 
substantial increase in the 
number of strong supporters, 
with the figures jumping from 
47% in September to 54% in Oc- 
tober. 
Males tended to increase their 
support of the candidates a great 
deal more than females, whose 
support level remained rather 
stable. The percentage of male 
"very strong" Nixon supporters 
jumped from 50% to 54% during 
the month interval; "very 
strong" female Nixonites had a 
1% decrease (from 61% to 60%) 
during the same time. "Strong" 
male McGovern supporters 
showed a marked increase from 
53% to 63% and female support 
jumped from 40% to 42% Ac- 
cording to bBerger, the voters' 
strength of support naturally 
increases as the election draws 
near because they "keep 
rationalizing that their candidate 
is the best." 
Although indications are that 
Clemson students will go for 
Nixon overwhelmingly, a poll 
which Berger conducted among 
liberal arts faculty shows 
McGovern as the favorite. Ap- 
proximately 67% of those polled 
will vote for McGovern, and the 
faculty Nixon supporters num- 
bered only 32% 
Rating their strength of sup- 
port in the same way as in the 
student poll, 57% of McGovern's 
faculty supporters classified 
themselves as "very strong" 
while a meager 28% of the Nixon 
fans expressed strong support. 
"This means that one-third of 
McGovern's faculty supporters 
are weakly for him, but two- 
thirds of the Nixon advocates are 
only weak supporters. If this 
faculty poll means anything, 
Nixon will lose," Berger ex- 
plained. 
However. Berger indicated 
that his faculty poll was not too 
reliable since he polled only 
liberal arts faculty, who 
generally tend to hold more 
(Continued on page 17) 
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Thurmond: appeals to the patriotic 
By JACK BASS 
Objerver Column* SureM 
COLUMBIA — <Ope. of South 
Carolina's most astute politi- 
cians once observed that the 
typical citizen in his state ris- 
es in the morning, recites the 
pledge of allegiance, salutes 
the flag, then spends the rest 
of the day fighting. 
Sen. Strom Thurmond ap- 
peals to those instincts in 
abundance. 
'He not only holds the filibus- 
ter record in. th»! U,S;, Senate, 
but,..once engaged in a wres- 
tling teatch in a Senate corri- 
dor; with then-Sen. Ralph .Yar- 
borough of Texas. 
Thurmond is a hawk on the 
Vietnam'War; a retired Army 
Reserve major who won com- 
bat decorations; in World War 
II, atti„a major.proponent of 
a   strpfig   military   establish- 
ment., 
He sometimes has made lone- 
ly, stands '^against ..what he 
view> as "creeping socialisni-' 
and infringements -oh "consti- 
tutional governmen t" and 
state's' rights. 
A 51-year-old textile worker 
in Columbia plans to vote for 
Thurmond because "he stands 
up for what he believes in, 
even if it's wrong." 
Other terms voiced by his 
supporters are that he's a 
"dedicated American," and 
"he's done a lot for South 
Carolina," and "he thinks like 
I do." 
As perhaps the dominant fig- 
ure in South Carolina politics 
the past quarter of a ceftturj, 
Thurmond also has come into 
personal contact with '■ thou- 
sands of citizens, and the tra- 
dition of voting for friends and 
neighbors remains- strong. 
A retired, ,/rchoolteacher ij» 
West Columbia plans to vote 
for Thurmond because '*he 
was a friend in college with 
one of my brothers." 
The disenchanted tend to 
say, as a 27-ygar-old female 
self-service gas station opera- 
tor in Cayce did, that "he's 
been there long enough" or 
"he's too old." 
Some believe he votes 
against the interest of the lit- 
tle man. W. T. Napier, a 64- 
year-old military retiree in 
Columbia, says, "I don't think 
Strom has our interests at 
heart." 
WE CANNOT CONTINUE 
FOUR MORE YEARS. OF 
LEADERSHIP THAT HAS 
FAILED TO WIN TUE FEME 
ABROAD AND AT HOME 
WE ARE ON] 
TH E ROAD TO 
RECOVERY FROM 
THE b/SEASE 
OF RUNAWAY 
PRICES.... 
WE ARE NOT 
&OIN6 TO 
CHANGE OUR 
&AME PLAN. 
WE ARE MOT 
£ON<S>l'DERIN& 
WA6E Ofc WICE 
CONTROLS. 
WHEN THE STRONGEST KATlOH IN THE WORLD 
£ &066Eb bOWN TOR FOUR. YEARS AdAlflST 
A FOURTH RATE MILITARY POWER IN 
VIETNAM Mb NO END IS IN SI6HT; WHEN 
THE NATION WITH THE GREATEST TRA- 
DITION OF RULE 
OF LAW IS. TORN 
APART BY  UN- 
PRECEDENTED 
LAWLESSNESS AND 
RACIAL STR\FE, 
AND WHEN THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES 
CANNOT TRAVEL 
ABROAD OR TO 
ANY MAJOR CITY 
IN THE UNITED, 
STATES WITHOUT 
FEAR OF A HOS- 
TILE DEMONSTRA- 
TION, THEN IT'S 
TIME FOR ANEW 
LEADERSHIP. 
^ 
LET US BE6IN BY 
COMMITTING OUR- 
SELVES TO THE 
TRUTH, TO SEE IT 
LIKE IT IS AND TO 
TELL IT LIKE IT 
IS, TO FIND THE 
TRUTH, TO SPEAK 
THE TRUTH, AND 
LIVE WITH THE TRUTH, 
THOSE WHO HAVE HAD 
A CHANCE FOR FOUR 
YEARS, AND COULD 
NOT PRODUCE PEACE 
SHOULD NOT BE &IVEN 
ANOTHER CHANCE. 
^0^7^ 
TO REMAIN SILENT IN TUB FACE 
OF POLICIES WE BELIEVE TO BE 
WR0N6 IS NOT PATRIOT/4Ml IT 
IS MORAL £OWARP/CE^A 
FORM OF TREASON TO ONE'S 
CONSCIENCEANP TO WE NATION. 
r 
I WAS* BOMBER PILOT 
PURIN6 WORLPWARZ. 
I SAW WHAT B-Ms ANP 
INCENPJARY BOMBS 
COULD PO. BUT THERE 
ARE 40ME PROBLEMS 
BOMBS CAN'T SOLVE. 
s* 
%■-: 
m^m 
A PROSPEROUS, WHOLE- 
SOME AMERICA ANP A 
PEACEFUL WORLP IN 
WHICH TO REAR MY 
FAMILY ARE MV &OALS 
IN POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
asfefe 
Wt 
I MAKE ONE PLEDGE ABOVE 
ALL OTHERS - TO SEEK ANP 
SPEAK THE TRUTH WITH ALL 
THE RESOURCES OF MINP 
AMP SPIRIT I COMMAND. 
COME HOME, PQODIGAL AMERICA, TO 
THE LANP OF YOUR FATHERS, WHERE 
WE CAN REBUILD OUR CITIES, RE- 
VITALIZE OUR FARMS ANP TOWNS, 
RECLAIM OUR RIVERS ANP STREAMS. 
But Thurmond's political ca- 
reer has been marked by his 
ability to stay a step ahead of 
shifting public sentiment. 
After Republican Congress- 
man Albert Watson lost the 
1970 race for governor, run- 
ning on a segregationist image 
and with Thurmond's active 
support, White House Political 
Aide Harry Dent discussed 
plans to build a new "image" 
for Thurmond. 
A former top aide to Thur- 
mond, Dent said in an unus- 
ually candid interview with 
Thurmond's hometowtf newspa- 
per in Aiken that Thurmond 
would be built into "South 
Carolina's indispensable man 
in Washington." The new im- 
age also included a shift in 
Thurmond's position on the 
race issue. 
"We're going to get him on 
the high ground of fairness on 
the race question," Dent was 
quoted as saying. "Wejve got 
to get him "in apposition' where 
he c*H;he Jtta*ked like Wat- 
son',by liberals, as being, a ra- 
cist." 
A few weeks later, Thur- 
mond announced the appoint- 
ment to his staff of Tom 
Moss, a black voter registra- 
tion project director and for- 
.mer labor organizer. 
For the Past 18 months, 
Thurmond's office has been 
flooding South Carolina hews 
media with announcements of 
federal projects. Thurmond 
frequently has come home to 
personally announce federal 
grants for sewer and water 
projects and housing develop- 
ments. 
Moss has been active in the 
black 'community, 8nd; Thur- 
mond has announced and 
helped dedicate projects in 
several black communities. 
Democratic challenger Nick 
Zeigler, who,., has. consistently 
attached Thurmond's record of 
voting against programs that 
fund -the.;, projects he an- 
nounces, calls him "a Scrooge' 
in Washington and Santa Claus 
in South Carolina." 
One, of Zeigler's "Z-Grams" 
lists 38 programs, ranging 
from Medicare to child day- 
care centers, that Thurmond 
has opposed. 
Thurmond says he's running 
on his record and he disagrees 
with charges by Zeigler that 
it's a record Of "negativism." 
Thurmond maintains he sup- 
ports "worthwhile" programs 
as long as he believes they 
.are constitutional and aren't 
excessively costly. 
Although Thurmond ran for 
president in 1948 as a states 
rights segregationist, he main- 
tains that his position on race, 
has been constant, and he 
points out that as governor he 
appointed the first Negro to 
serve on a state board or 
commission in this century. 
"It kind of hrrts me when 
anyone portrays me as being 
biased or prejudiced, because 
I'm not," says Thurmond. 
Thurmond's marriage in De- 
cember 1968 to Nancy Moore, 
a 22-year-old former Miss 
South Carolina, was viewed 
apprehensively b y political 
aides, but her winsome per- 
sonality and his jokes about 
their age difference (he fre- 
quently introduced her as "my 
daughter" at large gatherings) 
have apparently neutralized 
any adverse political effects. 
She gave birth to their first 
child in. March 1970 (Thur- 
mond's first wife, who died of 
cancer in 1960, had no chil- 
dren.) 
Whenever Mrs. Thurmond 
and baby Nancy Moore are in 
South,-* Carolina,, the senate 
calls every night to tell his 
daughter he loves her and to 
add„ "Your Daddy is up here 
in Washington fighting for the 
people of South Carolina and 
doing his job." 
Not only do his young wife 
and new status as father add to 
a vigorous image, bnt the gray 
temples of a few years ago 
have given way to deep brown 
sideburns. 
At 69, Thurmond remains a 
teetotaling, nonsmoking physi- 
cal fitness zealot who jogs two 
or three miles after calisthen- 
ics almost ever morning, typi- 
cally works 12-14 hours 
and is the father of his second 
child in the.past three years. 
He sometimes bring "protein 
cookies" to the office for his 
staff. 
Although there have been 
cocktail parties from time to 
time during his campaigning, 
Thurmond doesn't touch alcohol. 
At the Republican National 
Convention in 1968, he was 
host to a victory'party for,the 
South Carolina "delegation the 
night of Richard Nixon's nomi- 
nation, and the only heverage 
served was orange juke. 
Thurmond was a state sena- 
tor and then a state circuit 
judge before World War II 
and was elected governor in 
1946 as something of a New 
Deal Democrat. In 1948 he led 
a walkout from the Democrat- 
ic. National Convention in pro- 
test against civil rights. Thur- 
mond ran for president as the 
"Dixiecrat" candidate of the 
States Rights Party and car- 
•ied four states. 
Although he received more 
than 70 per cent of the vote in 
South Carolina, he was defeat- 
ed two years later for the U. 
S. Senate by the late Olin D. 
Johnston. 
During that campaign, John- 
ston forces flooded the state, 
with postcards that reprinted 
a Life Magazine picture of 
Thurmond standing on his 
head at the governor's man- 
sion, a sight which offended 
the dignity of many South 
Carolinians. (Life Magazine, 
not one of Thurmond's favor- 
ites, two years ago featured' a 
story involving a land deal in 
which T h u r m o n d received 
more than his neighbors did 
for land condemned for an In- 
terstate highway.) 
In 1954, Thurmond made 
American political history by 
winning election to the Senate 
in a write-in campaign, based 
on' protest against the Demo- 
cratic State Executive Com- 
mittee which had failed to 
hold a primary to elect a suc- 
cessor to Sen. Burnet May- 
bank. 
Th u r m o n d resigned two 
years later — as he had 
promised in his 1954 campaign 
—easily won re-election and 
ran against only token opposi- 
tion in 1960. 
In 1,964 he switched to the 
Republican Party to support 
fellow conservative Barry 
Goldwater, whose campaign 
was a disaster nationally but 
a victory in South Carolina. 
In 1968 he played a king- 
maker role for Richard Nixon 
at the Republican National 
Convention, then campaigned 
for Nixon in the South. Ala- 
bama Gov. George Wallace re- 
cently said Thurmond was 
"very effective" in 1968 and 
that he cost Wallace the elector- 
al votes in three states. 
Thurmond's "in" with the 
Nixon Administration has 
helped him cut red tape to get 
federal projects funded 
throughout South Carolina, and 
on the campaign trail the fact 
that he "gets things done" has 
been major theme and slogan. 
Other candidates have fund- 
raising dinners, but for Thur- 
mond, the $25-or-so ticket is 
for "appreciation dinners." 
As a headline in a South 
Carolina weekly recently put 
it, the home-town "pays trib- 
ute to Sen. Strom Thurmond." 
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Zeigler: an appreciation of history 
By JACK BASS - 
ObMrvtr Columbia Bureau 
FLORENCE- S. C. rpi:&fa 
fatigue ijf'weeks of dawn --*:.aJ 
midnight campaigning aisap- 
pears. His face brighten*. 
Gone are the quotes from Wil- 
liam Butler Yeats and John 
Milton while driving a car and 
analyzing why America need£ 
and lacks unity. 
Nick Zeigler strides to th« 
front of the black Baptist 
church north of Winnsboro, 
apologizes for being late,, .in- 
troduces himself to the, more 
than 30 black ministers a* a 
man whose name begins. _ at 
the end of the alph*betr.'ani 
declares, "I take great, com* 
fort in the words of boiy 
scripture that the last shall be 
first and the first shall be 
last." 
Zeigler then says he plans to 
"make    Strom    Thurmond'   a 
full-time   father,"   and   there 
are smiles. 
"People of good wfll Want 
someone to represent them 
who will take a positive ap- 
proach," says Zeigler. 
Then he attacks Thurmond's 
"negative" voting record and 
calls it "scare tactics" when 
Thurmond accuses him of rep- 
resenting big labor unions. 
"He's afraid working"'people, 
whether union or not, will vote 
him out of •tfrfice, and they 
should," says Zeigler.' - 
Zeigler concludes by declar- 
ing a need to bring people to- 
gether, ending' with another 
quote from the; Bible, "Behold 
what a good and pleasant 
thing is for brothers to dwell 
together in unity." 
His attack on Thurmond's 
"negative" voting record «nd 
his plea for unity are themes 
he stresses to virtually all his 
audiences — white textile 
workers, college professors, 
civic clubs, black ministers. 
And he sees the biblical 
analogy of his own race as 
David taking on Goliath, . a 
test of the "new politics" in 
the South. 
After driving «way from the 
meeting with the black minis- 
ters, Zeigler remarked that 
Lord Cornwallis had camped 
in Winnsboro between the Rev- 
olutionary War battles of 
Kings Mountain, and Cowpeqs, 
and he insisted, on driving,by 
the Mount Zion Academy build- 
ing to point out where a his- 
torical marker notes the en- 
campment. 
On the i#ad to' Camden, 
Zeigler. stopped,_'his "car again 
to examine a marker ro 
Thomas    Woodard,    a    South 
Carolinian  who  was  killed  in 
the Revolutionary War. 
History is more than a hob- 
by with Zeigler, who says, "I 
. feel the hig .mission, in this 
campaign is finding the com- 
mon heritage that unites the 
welder, garment worker, pro- 
fessor ami businessman .. . «, 
and sa much of a heritage i? 
something people hive to be 
consciefcs of." 
A 51-year-old Harvard Law 
School graduate and state sen- 
ator from Florence, Zeigler is 
something of an ,Ivy League 
populist, an . aristocrat f. who 
represents labor unions, a 
man on whose law office desk 
is a bust of Socrates and in. 
whose, home, hangs r a., framed, 
letter from. John F- Kennedy 
after Zeigler managed,,his 18W 
presidential campaign in. Flor- 
ence County. 
In the rear of his house; 
flowering plants gTow. around 
walkways that he laid by hand 
from old brick salvaged from 
family plantations. His pride 
is a greenhouse in which, he 
grows plants ranging from ex- 
otic tropical flowers to toma- 
toes and other vegetables. 
His. grandparents on both 
sides were slaveholders on 
modest . plantations, . but his 
father was a railroad' conduc- 
tor, and Zeigler attended Har- 
vard on the GI bill. On hjs 
father's side, Zeigler traces his 
ancestry back to. Swiss-German 
immigrants who settled around 
Orangeburg  in  the ;1740's, 
His father, who was the 13th 
of 14 children and born Christ- 
mas Day, was named Eugene 
Noel, meaning well-born on 
Christmas. Eugene Noel Zeig- 
ler .Jr. became "Nick" as a 
small boy, a nickname given 
by his , grandfather, who had 
fought in the Civil War. 
Although an uncle was a 
state senator, Zeigler's first po- 
litical venture ironically, came 
in 1954 when he served as a 
poll watcher for Strom Thur- 
mond during his historic write- 
in election to the U. S. 
Senate. Zeigler's state senator 
uncle, P. H. McEaehin, was a 
friend of Thurmond's. 
Thurmond successfully ran 
in protest of the decision by 
the S.C. Democratic Party 
State Executive Committee to 
name State Sen. Edgar A. 
Brown to replace unopposed 
Sen. Burnet Maybank on the 
ballot after Maybank's death 
between the Democratic pri- 
mary and the general election. 
"It seemed Thurmond wasn't 
such a reactionary, then," says 
Zeigler, who since ihasn't volfed 
for T^urjnbnd,. Z$gler said 5ae 
; believed'the executive comnlSt- 
tee should have called a spe- 
cial election after Maybank's 
death. 
Zeigler. lost bis first race for 
the House of Representatives 
in 1958 and recalls a farm 
wife telling him she wouldn't 
vote for him "because they 
tells me you're too much for 
the niggers." 
Two years later Zeigler ran 
ads that said he would "sup- 
port laws requiring segrega- 
tion" and that he stood for 
"preserving our segregated 
way of life." 'Zeigler said in 
his primary campaign against 
John Bolt Culbertson this year 
that he ran the ads after hav- 
ing been attacked as an inte- 
grationist. 
After winning election that 
year, Zeigler rewrote the law 
to reopen the public library in 
Florence on an integrated ba- 
sis after the facility had been- 
closed to prevent desegrega- 
tion. 
Zeigler narrowly lost a state 
Senate race in 1962, then was 
elected to the Senate in 1966 
and again two years later for 
a full four-year term. 
His erudition earned him a 
reputation   as  the intellectual 
leader in that body, and his 
major achievements came in 
election law reform, constitu- 
tional revision, a complete re- 
vamping of the Department of 
Juvenile Corrections after ex- 
posing scandalous conditions, 
and creation of the S. C. Arts 
Commission. 
The arts have, been a special 
interest to Zeigler, who served 
as first president of the Flor- 
ence Art Museum and who 
once directed and played a 
lead role in "Caihe Mutiny" at 
the Florence Little Theater. 
As a youth, ■ he painted and 
once spent a summer working 
on an archeological digging 
• project. 
' Zeigler'*. role as a lawyer for 
the Inteaiational Ladies Gar- 
ment Workers Union (ILGWU) 
has been raised as a cam- 
paign issue, aad Thurmond's 
campaign director has at- 
tacked Zeigler as "the candi- 
date of union bosses/' 
Zeigler says he agreed to 
'represent the ILGWU in a le- 
gal dispute after working with 
.some members of the union In 
the 1964'' presidential campaign 
in Florence County. "They 
wanted someone with whom 
they could be comfortable," he 
said. 
He Aioesn/t ac*eflj; a retainer 
from the union, but he has 
represented it on a fee basis. 
Zeigler said, he also has repre- 
sented management in law- 
suits against labor unions. 
Zeigler's stately wife, Anne, 
a University of North Carolina 
graduate in physics who once 
worked on radar research for 
the Navy, says her experi- 
ences in the campaign have 
made her proud of her hus- 
band's role in defending labor 
unions. 
She told of visiting, an ap- 
parel plant in which hundreds 
of women worked almost with- 
out rest in performing the 
same operation over and over, 
"It seemed such drudgery," 
she said and commented about 
the union, "at least those peo- 
ple have someone to champion 
them." 
Mrs. Zeigler is nine years 
younger than her husband. 
They have four children, two 
sons and two daughters, rang- 
ing from 2-year-old Benjamin 
to 17-year-old Belton. 
At six feet and 180 pounds, 
Zeigler is almost 10 pounds 
lighter and his dark brown 
hair a bit more flecked with 
gray than when he began 
campaigning last spring. H# 
Often eats lunch — frequently 
a chocolate malt and a grilled 
cheese sandwich — while rid* 
ing in his car. 
A- former hawk who haa* 
turned dove on the war in 
Vietnam, Zeigler remains ac- 
tive in the naval reserve as 
captain, one rank below rear 
admiral- in the Navy. He 
served at -sea aboard four dif- 
ferent aircraft carriers in 
World War II, 
"We're bombing those vil- 
lages into rubble to save 
them," says Zeigler about 
Vietnam, "and it doesn't make 
sense." 
In an unprecedented move 
in South Carolina politics, 
Zeigler has disclosed a com- 
plete financial statement that 
shows a net worth of 
$45,650.97. 
With a wistful look near,, the 
end of a long day of cam- 
paigning recently, Zeigler said, 
"I'd love to be a United 
States senator, free to get 
wrapped up working on social 
problems." 
Government: "We've had 
enough of big promises and little 
action. The time has come for 
honest government in the United 
States of America." 
— Richard M. Nixon 
Republican National Convention 
August 8,1968 
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Women Voters analyze the amendments 
The first group of six amendments is part of an overall revision of our Constitution. 
They are to be voted upon as whole Articles. These Articles rearrange material and 
remove outdated items, while some provisions, which are not constitutional in nature 
and which do not belong in a basic document of government, have been removed. These 
Articles will appear on a white ballot. 
The League Of Women Voters SUPPORTS THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES BECAUSE 
THEY CLARIFY AND MODERNIZE OUR CONSTITUTION: 
Article IV-The Judicial Department 
There is little change in this article from the Constitution of 1895. Certain sections 
which fall more logically in other articles were transferred. 
Article V — The Judicial Department 
The Judicial Article calls for a unified judicial system consisting of a Supreme Court, 
Circuit Courts and other courts as are necessary. The selection of Supreme Court 
members is the same as in the Constitution of 1895. A new provision makes the judicial 
system more efficient by making the Chief Justice the administrative head of the courts 
and allowing him to appoint an administrator of the courts with assistants as necessary. 
The Chief Justice must set the terms of court and assign judges but with the provision 
that each county is entitled to four weeks of court per year, these terms being provided 
by the General Assembly. The Article keeps the system of rotating judges throughout the 
Section 20 calls on the General Assembly to provide by law for the selection, duties, and 
pay of appropriate officials to enforce the criminal laws of the state. Solicitors, clerks of 
court, coroners and sheriffs are not specifically mentioned. Their election is already 
provided for in the general laws, except for solicitors which is planned. 
Article VI — Officers 
This is a new article but one which is composed of various sections of other articles in 
the Constitution of 1895. These sections have been gathered together to form a clear and 
unified statement about elected state officers. The Article requires that all elected of- 
ficials be qualified as voters and that anyone with this qualification is eligible for any 
office unless disqualified by age. 
It prohibits life or "good behavior" terms for any officer. It requires that Con- 
stitutional office holders do not deny the existence of the Supreme Being and prohibits 
holding two offices but excludes the militia and two other categories from this 
prohibition. It requires office holders to take an oath of office and lists that oath. The 
Article provides for the election of a Secretary of State, an Attorney General, a 
Treasurer, a Superintendent of Education, a Comptroller General, and an Adjutant 
General. It provides for suspension of officers and employees and removal of officers. 
Article VIII — Local Government 
This Article puts together all the constitutional provisions relating to governmental 
organization of incorporated municipalities, counties and other political subdivisions. 
A new provision allows the General Assembly to set up classifications (up to 5) for 
types of government for counties and would also allow the more urban counties (100 
inhabitants per square mile) to consolidate, draw up a charter and establish "home 
rule" with the consent of their voters. 
This Article would also permit counties, incorporated municipalities and other 
political subdivisions to engage in intergovernmental or interstate projects where these 
do not conflict with the laws of the state. This is a new provision which would greatly aid 
communities in working on common problems such as air and water pollution. 
Article XI — Public Education 
This Article specifies that the State Board of Education shall be made up of one 
member from each judicial circuit, plus one appointed by the Governor, the last a new 
provision. It names the State Superintendent of Education as the chief administrator of 
public education in the state. The General Assembly is called on to provide free public 
schools open to all children in the state and to provide for other public institutions of 
learning. 
The General Assembly is prohibited from providing direct aid to benefit religious or 
other educational institutions. This would allow, however, indirect aid such as 
scholarships to students attending these institutions. Other matters in the Education 
Article of the Constitution of 1895 have been left out either because they no longer apply 
or they are better handled by general law. 
Article XVI — Miscellaneous Matters 
This Article consolidates matters which do not fit into any of the other articles. It (1) 
provides for grounds for divorce; (2) prohibits lotteries in the state; (3) instructs the 
General Assembly to provide for continuation of state and local government in case of 
disaster; and (4) gives the General Assembly the right to regulate the manufacture and 
sale of alcoholic beverages in this state and retains our present liquor laws. The Article 
removes many items which formerly were under "miscellaneous matters" and are now 
in other constitutional articles, and deletes some items which should be regulated by 
general law rather than by constitutional provisions. 
Citizens might want to be reminded that the following 5 revised Articles of the Con- 
stitution were approved by the voters in the 1970 election and ratified by the General 
Assembly in 1971: 
Article X — Corporations 
Article XIV — Impeachment 
Artilce I — Declaration of Rights 
Article II — Suffrage and Elections 
Article IX — Functions of Government 
This was the first step in the much needed over-all revision of our 1895 state Con- 
stitution. The six Articles proposed above are the second step. If the following amend- 
ment is passed, we can continue revision in this excellent manner. Five Articles remain 
to be considered by the Legislature in the next two years, hopefully to be ready for the 
people to vote upon in 1974. 
Other Statewide Amendments 
Article XVI, Sec. 1 — Constitution of 1895 (on pink ballot) 
This revision of the Constitution of 1895 would allow the method of proposing an entire 
revised Article or new Article for the approval of the voters to be extended to 1974. We 
have used this method of constitutional revision in 1970 and 1972 (see above) and it has 
proven to be the best way to amend the Constitution in any orderly fasion. 
The League of Women Voters supports the extension of the Article by article revision 
method above because it is imperative to continue the work of the General Assembly and 
the people in revising the Constitution to meet our present and future needs! 
The League of Women Voters has no position on the following Statewide   A- 
mendments: Article VIII, Sec. 2 — Constitution of 1895 
There is a change of wording in the section pertaining to the number of voters 
necessary to organize a city or town. The present section requires the approval of a 
majority of all eligible voters in an area to organize. The proposed amendment permits 
the organization of a city or town when a majority of people actually voting approve it. 
This change makes incorporation easier. 
Article VIII, A — The Mini-Bottle Amendment (#5 on white ballott) 
This amendment retains for the General Assembly all rights of control over alcoholic 
beverages in the state. The change is that the Constitution of 1895 at present prohibits 
sale of alcoholic beverages in quantities less than one-half pint and further prohibits 
drinking of alcoholic beverages where they are sold. This new proposal would prohibit 
licensed retail stores from selling alcoholic beverages in less than l ounce containers. It 
would allow licenses to be granted to businesses providing food or lodgings or to certain 
private clubs for the sale of alcoholic beverages in containers of 2 ounces or less which 
could be drunk on the premises. The change then is in the size of the container and in 
allowing the beverage to be drunk in the restaurant, hotel, motel or private club where 
bought. 
Article X, Sec. 6 — Constitution of 1895 
The present Constitution prohibits the state from becoming a joint owner or 
stockholder in any company, association or corporation. This amendment would allow 
the General Assembly to make an exception for the S. C. Public Service Authority and 
allow it to become a joint owner with privately owned electric utilities or facilities for the 
generation or transmission of electricity or both. 
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LWV questions   the Senate candidates 
DEMOCRAT Eugene N. Zeigler (Nick) 
EDUCATION, OCCUPATION, TRAINING, EXPERIENCE 
Age 51, Florence 
Attorney 
Public schools, Florence; graduate Univ. of the South, LLB, Harvard Law School; 
attorney; teacher of gov't, Francis Marion State College. S. C. House of Representatives 
— 1961-62. State Senate 1966-present. Chairman Juvenile Corrections Comm. which in- 
vestigated juvenile corrections system and led to complete reform in the system. 
Member of Judicial Committee; Senate floor leader for constitutional reform and 
election law reform. Founder of Pee Dee Area Big Brothers Ass'n, served as its 
president 1953-60, still a director. Taught Sunday School 21 years at S. C. School for Boys. 
Chairman, S. C. Inter-Agency Council of Arts and Humanities. 
1. What Do You Consider The Top Three National Priorities For The Next Congress? 
Why? 
Most crucial are health care, education, and tax reform. Proper health care should be 
the right of every American. I have endorsed a national health insurance plan to cover 
all Americans throughout their life. Education is the future of our country and the best 
weapon to fight the wars against crime, poverty, ignorance and welfare costs. 
Guaranteeing a quality education to every child will solve many of the other problems we 
face economically and socially. For too long the working men and women and the 
middle-income segment of our population have carried the burden of the federal tax 
load; while the wealthy and big corporations have used loopholes and large deductions to 
escape paying their fair share. 
2. In What Ways Would You Try To Provide Equal Educational Opportunity For All 
Children? 
There must be a shift in spending priorities of our federal gov't to provide the funds 
necessary for our educational system. No longer can we forget the problem children of 
society — the juvenile offender, the child from a poor home, the mentally or physically 
handicapped child — by ignoring their education. I support school breakfast and lunch 
programs. Increased student loans, more work-study programs, greater emphasis on 
vocational centers and community colleges, federal funding to build classrooms and 
libraries — all are a much needed part of a greater emphasis on education. 
3. What Steps Do You Propose To Deal With The Present Welfare Crisis? 
The main objective should be a program designed to take the poor out of poverty and 
put them on a level where they can produce future generations not requiring welfare 
assistance. It will require day care centers to keep children while mothers work: 
programs: for job training, to attract industry to an area, to find jobs, putting welfare 
ceeipeients able to work on public projects; and most important, seeing that every child 
develops in an educational atmosphere. Of course, there are those, such as the elderly 
poor on a fixed income or no income, and the handicapped, who cannot provide their own 
living. These are the people we have an obligation to support, and at a standard to insure 
their best interests. 
REPUBLICAN Strom Thurmond Age 69, Aiken 
U. S. Senator 
EDUCATION, OCCUPATION, TRAINING, EXPERIENCE 
Clemson University, 1923. Farmer, lawyer, teacher, athletic coach, school superin- 
tendent, state senator, judge, governor, U. S. Senator. Veteran World War II, Major- 
General, U. S. Army Reserve. States Rights Democratic candidate for President, 1948, 
receiving 39 electoral votes. Elected to U. S. Senate on write-in ballot in 1954; re-elected 
twice as Democrat and once as a Republican. Senate Armed Services, Judiciary, and 
Veterans Affairs Committees; also on Senate Defense Appropriations Subcommittee and 
Republican Policy Committee. 
1. What Do You Consider The Top Three National Priorities For The Next Congress? 
Why? 
1. A defense policy that issures sufficient progress in weapons research and 
development so that our nation's security will not be jeopardized by the SALT 
agreements. 
2. An economic policy to continue the reduction of inflation and unemployment. 
3. Reverse the flow of power to the Federal Government by such programs as revenue 
sharing. 
2. In What Ways Would You Try To Equal Educational Opportunity For All Children? 
The primary responsibility for providing equal education and opportunity rests with 
the states. The Federal Government does provide large amounts of aid which the states 
should use in a manner to provide improved educational opportunities for all children. 
3. What Steps Do You Propose To Deal With The Present Welfare Crisis? 
I favor the workfare/ welfare bill providing welfare payments to those who are 
disabled or with children under one year old, with all others in need being provided 
training to get them off welfare and give them a sense of accomplishment so vital to the 
individual's well-being and to good citizenship. 
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'Butterflies are free' 
By SHERRI MOORE 
"Butterflies Are Free," a play 
written in 1969 by Leonard 
Gershe, is a timely comment on 
humanity. Don Baker, played by 
Max Youngblood, is a twenty-two 
year-old blind youth, who has 
been protected all his life by his 
mother, Mrs. Baker. The play 
tells the story of Don's initial 
break from his domineering 
mother and his gradual gain of 
freedom and independence, 
accomplished by his taking an 
apartment in New York City. 
Next to Don's apartment lives 
Jill Tanner, portrayed by 
Charlotte Holt. Jill Tanner, 
however, is not the typical "girl 
next door." Jill is a very 
freethinking "matron" of 
nineteen who has been married 
and divorced and is now an 
aspiring actress. Don Baker and 
Jill Tanner are exact opposites — 
he, sheltered; she, worldly. What 
happens when Don and Jill relate 
to each other as two unique in- 
dividuals is the play's main 
concern. 
"Butterflies Are Free," 
demonstrates that people with 
afflictions are still human beings. 
It is a very touching and tender 
story, and Youngblood comes 
across very well as a blind man. 
He seems somewhat dull at the 
very beginning of the play, but he 
becomes much more natural as 
the character of Don Baker 
unfolds. 
Youngblood's impressive 
portrayal of his character con- 
trasts well with Charlotte Holt's 
characterization of Jill Tanner. 
Miss Holt, a freshman at 
Clemson, seems somewhat 
griddy and her part is a bit for- 
ced, even bearing in mind.the 
#:• :•»: 
Pollution 
index 
•|: The American Institute of :•: |:| Chemical Engineers ■:• 
:j: Pollution Index for the week :•: 
j:| ending November 3, 1972, •:• 
:|: includes an additional :•: |:j measure of the presence of •:• 
:|: possibly harmful pollutants :•: 
:■: in the air. This new reading •:• 
•j is of ozone and oxidants. The :•: 
$ range is from a high, •:• 
•|i averaging 45 parts per :•: 
:•: billion, recorded around 4:30 •:• 
:|: p.m. on the days measured, :•: 
•:• to a low of 10 parts per billion •:• 
:j: during the nights. :•: 
;•• Particulate matter •:• 
i|: registered 37.9 micrograms :•: 
•:• per cubic meter while the •:• 
:•: hydrocarbon concentration, |jj: 
•:• based on methane, ranged :|: 
:|: from 2.1 parts per million at :•:: 
•:• 4:30 p.m. on the day S 
:|: measured to 2.45 parts per ;:|: 
•ij million at 12:15 p.m. the next •£ 
:•: day. |ij: |:| Ambient standards for the $ 
:•: state for these pollutants :•• 
:•: are: OZONE AND OXIDES •:• 
:•: — 100 parts per million; |||: 
•:• Particulate matter — 60 •]• 
:•: micrograms per cubic meter •:• 
•:• (annual geometric mean); :|: 
•";• hydrocarbons — 100 parts £ 
:••• per million. Our location and ij: 
ij: climate lately have given us jjj 
:•:• very good living conditions, :j: 
•:•: air-wise. •:• 
:•:• Sneeky Peet has noticed :•: 
!:■: that several people have j:j 
:•:• decided to apply themselves :j: ■:•: as he suggested last week. •:• 
:•:• Only a single piece of litter :|: 
•:•: per class per student would jij 
:■:• keep the campus spotless. :|: 
•:•: Just pitch in one piece on •:• 
:•:'• your way to class. :•: 
g The AICHE and APO are £ 
:•:■ planning a campus-wide :■: 
:$ pickup for November 18. If $ 
j:j there is none to clean up, :j: 
$ well, there won't be anything j:j 
•:• for an industrious group of :•: 
:jj: men to do on a very leisurely j:j 
•:• Saturday morning. Do your :•: 
jjj thing — pitch in! It- 
personality of Jill Tanner. The 
part is overplayed and Miss 
Holt's voice is sometimes 
grating, especially when she 
becomes excited. The supporting 
characters — Tom Rainey as 
Ralph Austin and Ruth Fletcher 
as Mrs. Baker — are adequate 
but not excellent. 
The play ran on Broadway for 
three years with David Keir 
Dullea as Don Baker, and later, 
with Gloria Swanson as Mrs. 
Baker. When the movie version 
was released, Goldie Hawn 
played the part of Jill Tanner. 
"Butterflies Are Free" also 
comments on nudity on the 
screen and in the theater, as well 
as open sex. When the play was 
written, full impact of these 
"immoral" practices was just 
shocking the majority of the 
American  public.  The play  i>- 
very funny in parts and is an 
excellent choice for mature 
audiences. It is not recommended 
for children. 
PROMISES, 
PROMISES 
"The imposition of price and 
wage controls during peacetime 
is an abdication of fiscal respon- 
sibility. Such controls treat symp- 
toms and not causes. Experience 
has indicated that they do not 
work, can never be administered 
equitably and are not compatible 
with a free economy." 
— Richard M. Nixon 
"A New Direction for 
America's Economy" 
July 6,1968 
M. BROCKMAN JEWELER 
Oconee Square 
Seneca, S. C. 
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER 
ENGRAVING  ON  PREMISES 
GREEK  ALPHABET  AVAILABLE 
Phone 882-6812 
I just about forgot that 
Judge Keller's Store 
has 
BLUE  JEANS 
KHAKI   PANTS 
HANES & FRUIT OF 
THE LOOM UNDERWEAR 
Swet Shirts & Sweat Pants 
Downtown Clemson 
WORLD CAMPUS 
AFLOAT 
Discover the World on Your 
SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 
Combine accredited study with 
educational stops in Africa, Aus- 
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000 
students from 450 campuses have 
already experienced this interna- 
tional program. A wide range of 
financial aid is available. Write 
now for free catalog: 
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666 
linger 
lickin' 
good H 
GOOD SERVICE 
REASONABLE PRICES 
Kentucky Fried Chicken* 
10:30 • 9:00 Weekdays 
10:30 -10:00 Weekends 
Highway 123 Clemson 
Jill (Charlotte Holt) helps Don (Max Youngblood) out in "But- 
terflies are Free," a Clemson Community Theatre production. Per- 
formances will be Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Food In- 
dustries Auditorium. 
Introducing the 
1973 Beetle: 
Re-introducing the 
1972 price:     * 
With the price of our new Beetle still under $2,000,* the 
Volkswagen Beetle is a bigger buy than ever before. 
More warranty, for instance, than you get with any other 
small car. Twice more: 24 months or 24,000 miles.** 
More attention to specific details than ever (and that's quite 
a lot). More than 1,000 inspectors meticulously scrutinizing more 
than 5,000 parts. Some two or three times. For us, it's not enough 
to get it right, we want it perfect. 
Volkswagen also has the most advanced automotive service 
system in the world. A brand new computer is, or soon will be, 
waiting in our service area. We simply plug it in to your VW, 
and it checks, via sensors and probes, vital service parts and 
spells out the results in plain English. That's service. 
Maybe all of this explains why VW owners have gotten more 
resale dollars after three or four years than the owners of any 
other comparable car.t 
Obviously, it's not only the price of the 73 Beetle that reminds 
you of the good old days. It's also the quality. 
Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen. 
* 1973 Volkswagen Sedan III suggested retail price, P.O.E. Local taxes and 
other dealer charges, if any, additional. 
**l( an owner maintains and services his vehicle in accordance with the Volks- 
wagen maintenance schedule any factory part found to be defective in material 
or workmanship within 24 months or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first (except 
normal wear and tear and service items) will be repaired or replaced by any 
U.S. or Canadian Volkswagen Dealer. And this will be done free of charge. 
See your dealer for details. 
fSource: 1969 manufacturers' suggested retail prices and 1972 average used 
car lot retail prices as quoted in NADA Official Used Car Guide, Eastern Ed., 
June, 1972. ©Volkswagen of America, Inc. 
Frank Myers Motors, Inc. rijft 
3515 Clemson Blvd.     ,       XQrV^ 
Anderson AUTHORIZED DEALER 
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central dance association presents 
the beach boys 
Saturday9 
november 4 
8:00 p.m. 
^4.50 advanced 
^5.50 floor 
^5.50 at the door 
tickets sold in dining halls 
monday-friday 11-1   and  5-7 
after-party immediately following at clemson armory - s1.00 per person, b.y.o.b. 
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Witnosh 
Beach Boys are with us 
When I was a freshman I spent 
many a Saturday night in my 
room listening to scratchy, 
fingerprinted Beach Boys 
albums, not because there was 
nothing better to do, which was 
partly true, but because lonely 
Saturday nights away from home 
are great times for nostalgia, and 
the Beach Boys are masters of 
nastalgia. 
I'd sigh to my roommate, who 
would look up from his Dr. 
Pepper and his Harbrace Hand- 
book long enough to suggest hat I 
could do with my Beach Boys 
collection, and tell me to shut up. 
Undaunted, I would continue 
reminiscing about "Surfin' 
Safari," thinking about "In My 
Room" and longing for the 
"California Girls" of yesteryear. 
Far from being masters of the 
timeless ballad, the Beach Boys 
are so dated that much of their 
appeal grows no from their 
university, but from the personal 
images they always do and 
always will, conjure up for us. 
Thematically, the Boys' latest, 
Surfs Up (Brother RS 6453), is no 
different from anything they've 
ever done. Just as the sur- 
fing/ car themes were current 
for the sixities, there are some 
very current themes, pollution, 
student demonistrations and 
ecology, on this one. All will 
become quickly dated. Lyrically 
and musically, though, the Beach 
Boys have outdone themselves 
this time. 
The Beach Boys certainly know 
how to adapt to the times, and 
while their last release, 
Snuflower, will remain their best 
commercial, musical endeavor, 
Surf's Up is by far the most 
musically perfect and lyrically 
excellent album they've ever 
attempted. 
— witnosh 
review of Surf's Up 
October 8,1971 
Like the Rolling Stones, the 
Beach Boys have a vast reper- 
League meets 
Clemson's League of Women 
Voters will hold discussion 
meetings on November 6 and 8 to 
explore various aspects of the 
solid waste management 
problem. 
The discussions will be of 
special importance to the league 
in preparing a national position 
statement on the future role of 
the federal government in solid 
waste management. Over 1,200 
local league groups will send 
their opinions to the national 
board, which will compile a 
position statement for use in 
lobbying  Congress  this   spring. 
All interested citizens are in- 
vited to attend the league's 
discussion meetings. Mrs. Albert 
Holt will host the November 6 
meeting at her home on 206 
Strawberry Lane, beginning at 8 
p.m. The November 8 meeting 
will convene at 9:30 a.m. at the 
home of Mrs. William Baron, 110 
Ashley Road. 
Atiny 
bribe 
cannot 
hurt... 
Think so? We hear a lot about 
lakes dying. Entropy they call 
it. When pollution reaches a 
certain level, it can't be 
reversed. That's what bribes 
do. Contribute to moral pollu- 
tion. Trust turns to sewage in 
the community of man. You 
know what to do about it. 
RIAL 
BCLIOION  IN
- 
AMERICAN   LIFE 
toire of hit singles which mean 
somethong special to each person 
who grew up with them, and like 
the Stones, they are finding their 
crowds composed not only of 
longstanding admirers, but of 
young teenagers also. Unlike the 
Stones, though, widespread 
appreciation of their 
musicianship has been late in 
coming. 
They opened with their recent 
hit "Marcella," and immediately 
followed with one of the first 
songs released during the mid- 
sixities which indicated the group 
was more than a hit making, 
commercial enterprise, 
"Wouldn't It Be Nice." Fading 
fast in the late sixities the band 
began to find an underground 
audience which appreciated the 
strange, tongue-in-cheek style of 
resident genius composer Brian 
Wilson (who also penned all the 
early hits). Now the Beach Boys 
are at the center of a full scale 
revival, as evidence by the 
massive turnout at this week's 
Falstaff-Summerthing  concerts. 
Obviously all the technical 
expertise of modern rock leaves a 
gap which can only be filled by 
groups like the Rolling Stones 
and the Beach Boys, who share in 
common that most eluxive 
quality — personality. 
— from concert review 
by Peter Herbst 
Boston Herald-Traveler 
The Beach Boys are now in the 
process of completing their first 
students 
(Continued from page 11) 
liberal political viewpoints. If 
professors in math, science, and 
engineering were polled, the 
results might have been quite 
different.   
Berger also noted that the 
results of his faculty poll coin- 
cided closely with the Gallup poll 
percentages for graduate 
students (68% McGovern, 31% 
Nixon). The Gallup poll (in- 
dicating a 2% overall McGovern 
lead among college students) 
showed that McGovern support 
increased substantially with 
upperclassmen. 
Berger's student polls have 
received some criticism from 
those who claim that the polls are 
not a random sample. However, 
because of the nature of the polls. 
Berger stated that they had to be 
full cycle of recording. Their last 
album, Carl and the Passions — 
So Tough, was structurally quite 
a bit like their earlier albums: a 
couple of good, solid singles and a 
lot of unexciting filler. Also, the 
album was packaged with an old 
re-release, Pet Sounds, an album 
the Beach Boys never thought 
sold as well as it should have. 
After finishing Carl and the 
Passions, which was, in- 
cedentally, the group's first 
name, they set out to do some 
work in Holland (God only knows 
why). During the past few 
months they recorded another 
album over there, appropriately 
titled Holland, and made a short, 
narrated, orchestrated fairy tale 
which will also be included in the 
album package. The album is due 
out, as they say in the business, 
momentarily. 
If Saturday's concert is 
anything like past Beach Boys 
concerts it will be a little sloppy, 
a lot of fun, and instant history. 
Plus, it's quite possible it might 
herald some sort of new musical 
turn created from their extended 
stay in Holland. 
Anyway, telling you not to miss 
the Beach Boys is a little like 
telling you which candidate to 
vote for. If we disagree on the 
fundamentals, then nothing will 
make you change your mind. If 
you don't go, just be sure you- 
know what you're going to be 
missing. It should be good. 
It used to be heresy to like the 
Beach Boys. It isn't any more. 
— TomPriddy 
limited to dormitory students 
who could provide a valid control 
group for the attitude change 
study. 
Off-campus students were not 
included in the poll, a factor 
which Berger believes may have 
accounted for the low McGovern 
support. National polls show that 
McGovern has wide support 
among off-campus students, 
while dorm residents and com- 
muters favor Nixon. 
Yet Berger still maintains that 
his polls will serve as a good 
indication of voting trends in the 
area. "In this Southern area, 
voters are much more con- 
servative because they are used 
to a slow-paced life," Berger 
emphasized. "Nixon will win 
in South Carolina simply because 
he represents the status quo." 
American 
Cancer Society 
MOTORCYCLE, AUTO, RENTER'S, LIFE, AND 
ALL  OTHER  FORMS  OF  INSURANCE 
See a Pro 
MELVIN TAYLOR 
YOUR' Mndependent] 
. Insurance/ AGENT J 
CLEMSON INSURANCE AGENCY 
106 N. CLEMSON AVE. 
654-1448 
BEHIND CAPRI'S 
646-7174 
Harvey's has 
SPORTSWEAR AND 
JUNIOR  DRESSES 
1/4 off 
HIGH  RISE   AND 
PALAZZO   PANTS 
Harvey's 
Oconee Square Shopping 
Center   —   Seneca 
BY; 
GUITARS 
$29.95 and up 
GUESS WHO THIS 
MAN   IS   AND 
WE'LL LET YOU BUY 
OUR  VERY   LAST 
ALL ENTRANTS MUST BE MUSICALLY TALENTED 
BARNETT'S MUSIC CENTER 
Downtown Clemson 
Calkoun Arms 
Townhouse Apartments 
401 Greenville St. - Pendleton, S. C, 
ELECTRIC HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING 
CARPETED 
2 BEDROOMS, BATH, KITCHEN, DEN 
APPLIANCES   AND   WATER   FURNISHED 
MODEL NOW OPEN 
FOR   INFORMATION   CALL   THE 
RESIDENT  MANAGER  AT 
646-7163   (Day) 
646-7673   (Night) 
PEPSI 
TERRY  BOTTLING CO. 
North Main St. Anderson, S. C. 
On U.S. 123 
and S.C. 93 
in Clemson 
So. Cor. 
MOWARD JonnsonS 
ALL YOU CAN  EAT SPECIALS 
MONDAY — BBO. CHICKEN    —    —    —    —    — $1.69 
TUESDAY — ITALIAN  SPAGHETTI    —    —    — $1.39 
WEDNESDAY  — FISH FRY    _____ $1.49 
THURSDAY — FRIED CHICKEN    —    —    —    — $149 
FRIDAY — FISH FRY   _______ $1.49 
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL 
PIZZA 
5c  DRAFT BEER 
One per guest with purchase of PIZZA 
DAILY LUNCHEON BUFFET 
$1.50 
3 Hot Meats - 3 Hot Vegetables - Salads 
SUNDAY   BUFFET   $1.95 (Incl. Bev. & Dessert) 
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Trailing The Tiger 
Ingram awaits UNC game 
INGRAM 
By CHRIS HINDMAN 
Hootie Ingram addressed his weekly press conference Tuesday 
afternoon with excited anticipation of Saturday's game with North 
Carolina. Three weeks ago, his Clemson team was entrenched in what 
seemed to be a disappointing season, a season that would produce 
nothing more than frustration and defeat. Now, after convincing wins 
over Virginia and Wake Forest, Ingram exudes elation rather than 
bewilderment. His team will enter its battle with North Carolina in 
hopes of winning the Atlantic Coast Conference football title. 
In discussing Saturday's game, Ingram noted that the situation 
Clemson will be facing is iden- 
tical to the one it confronted a 
year ago when the two teams met 
in Chapel Hill and North Carolina 
solidified its bid for the ACC 
crown with a 26-13 victory, thus 
eliminating Clemson from 
contention. 
"As far as our upcoming 
game is concerned, we have 
about the same opportunity we 
had last year; we have an op- 
portunity to get on top of the 
conference. And I hope the team 
is more willing to meet the 
challenge this week than it was 
last year, because it's a similar 
situation," he said, emphasizing 
the need for his team to enter the 
game with confidence and a 
desire to win. 
As Ingram later reflected in 
his discussions, it is imperative that Clemson win to sustain the 
chances it has to win the ACC. A loss would practically eliminate the 
Tigers, as it did last year. So, as Ingram will affirm, it will un- 
doubtedly be the most important game of the year for Clemson. 
But Ingram admonishes that North Carolina is a "better team" 
than the one that won the ACC championship a year ago, citing the Tar 
Heels performance against third-ranked Ohio State earlier in the 
season to confirm his statement. The Buckeyes escaped with an 
unimpressive 29-15 victory, and the game could have even been closer. 
The Tar Heels' offense, he says, is more potent; the defense is 
more diverse in its formations and equipped with better talent. And, to 
make the approaching game seem even more ominous, Ingram 
mentioned that North Carolina is ranked 19th nationally in one poll; 
and it has been quite some time since Clemson defeated a nationally- 
ranked opponent. 
Yet, despite all the facts which seem to preclude the possibility of 
Clemson winning, Ingram is basically optimistic. He believes the wins 
over Virginia and Wake Forest were enough to give his team the 
confidence it has so long needed in order to win, and, conversely, he 
attributes these wins to the confidence he believes the team now 
possesses, especially the offense. 
An example of how this confidence has improved the offense was 
reflected in Ingram's appraisal of the Wake Forest game, in which he 
cited a few completed passes in the opening moments of the game as 
the factor mainly responsible for the Tigers' offensive performance — 
314 yards rushing and 129 passing. 
"We were able to keep the football during the first half, and I think 
the reason was that we completed a few 11 and 12 yard passes early in 
the game to keep our drives going. This was the big thing that helped 
us," he remarked. "Once we got this going, we gained a good bit of 
yardage running inside, and Wake Forest is a hard team to run on 
inside." 
Another factor responsible for Clemson's offensive resurgence 
has been fullback Wade Hughes, 
and much of Clemson's ability to 
move the ball against North 
Carolina will depend upon his 
performance. Two weeks ago 
against Virginia, Hughes rushed 
for 138 yards in 25 carries, and 
last week against Wake Forest he 
compiled 151 in 22 carries, which 
elevated him from seventh to 
second in the ACC rushing 
statistics; he has now gained 541 
yards in 113 carries on the 
season. 
A native of Mechanicsville, 
Va., Hughes came to Clemson 
two years ago after an im- 
pressive career at Ferrum, Va., 
Junior College. Though he was 
disappointing last year, Hughes 
seems to have adapted himself 
well to the wishbone offense that 
Ingram and his staff recently 
implemented, and consequently 
he hardly resembles the sluggish 
back he was a year ago. 
With Hughes kindling the 
running attack, Ken Pengitore has been able to direct a more balanced 
and effective offense, and the passing game has improved as a result. 
.Against Wake Forest, Pengitore established a career high by com- 
pleting 10 of 15 passes for 129 yards. 
No doubt the improvement in the passing game, as well as the 
running game, will largely determine Clemson's chances Saturday. 
North Carolina is explosive and will be expected to move the ball ef- 
fectively against Clemson's defense, which surprisingly limited Wake 
Forest to only 9 first down, 63 yards rushing, and 83 passing, so 
Clemson must be able to move the ball effectively, also. 
And, as Ingram said during the latter moments of his press con- 
ference, "UNC is a better defensive team than Duke (which shutout 
Clemson, 7-0), so Clemson will have to be a better offensive team than 
i^va^agains^Duke^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^ 
HUGHES 
Clyde Browne, a former participant on Guyana's international soccer team at the age of 16, foils 
a Virginia player's attempt to kick the ball during Clemson's ACC match with the Cavaliers here 
Sunday. Browne, reputed as an exceptional defensive player, also displayed much offensive talent in 
the game, scoring one goal and assisting on two more. (Photo by Bowen) 
Soccer team climbs to 13 th in 
nation with win over Virginia 
By KERRY CAPPS 
When I. M. Ibrahim assumed 
the position of head soccer coach 
here in 1967, he promised, that 
with time and concerted effort, 
he would develop Clemson into a 
national power. Six years later, 
with the release of this week's 
national poll, this goal has been 
accomplished. 
The Tigers, now 10-0-1 on the 
season and already assured of 
having the best record ever for a 
Clemson soccer team (the old 
mark was 9-3-1, set in 1968 and 
1971), have attained a ranking of 
13th nationally. Also, the Tigers 
have maintained their regional, 
ranking — second in the South — 
and lead the" Atlantic Coast 
Conference standings with a 3-0 
record. 
The Tigers gained sole 
possession of first place by 
handing Virginia, now fourth in 
the conference at 1-2-1, a 4-1 
defeat here Sunday. 
A crowd estimated at 1,500 
watched as the Tigers and 
Cavaliers battled on even terms 
throughout the first half of play. 
Clemson was again without the 
services of forward Henry Abadi, 
and this hampered the Tigers in 
the early stages of the game. 
Midway through the first half, 
the Tigers took a 1-0 lead as Clyde 
Browne, once again displaying 
his brilliant ball handling, passed 
the ball inside to Italo Yan- 
nuzzelli, who rifled it in for the 
score. 
Virginia, however, came right 
back to tie the score with eight 
minutes remaining in the half. 
Clemson goalie Greg Schroth 
dived in an attempt to block the 
shot and batted it down, but was 
then out of position as Geoff 
Curme punched the ball in for the 
Virginia score. 
The Tigers threatened several 
more times in the half; but they 
were unable to score, and the half 
Nabeel Kammoun, who last year led Clemson and the ACC in 
scoring with 22 goals, concentrates on outmaneuvering an 
unidentified Virginia player for possession of the ball during 
Clemson's 4-1 victory over the Cavaliers here Sunday. (Photo by 
Bowen) 
ended in a 1-1 tie. 
Early in the second half, 
however, the Tigers broke the tie 
and put the game virtually out of 
reach for Virginia. Nabeel 
Kammoun made the score 2-1 
with his seventh goal of the 
season, coming on a head shot 
after a perfect pass from 
Browne, who had his second 
assist of the game, and Browne 
scored the Tigers' third goal only 
moments later. 
The two teams then traded 
scoring opportunities the 
remainder of the game, with 
Clemson adding its final goal 
with 7:22 left to play on a score by 
Yannuzzelli, his second in the 
game and his 13th of the season. 
Clemson outshot Virginia, 26-9, 
and had eight corner kicks to only 
one for the Cavaliers. By limiting 
the Cavaliers to only one goal, the 
Tigers maintained their 
remarkable defensive showing 
for the season; the Tigers have 
now outscored their opponents 47- 
6, a new school record. 
Seemingly satisfied with the 
Tigers' performance against 
Virginia, coach Ibrahim said: 
"We played an excellent second 
half after a below par first half, 
which I attribute mainly to 
nervousness on our part, because 
we had so much at stake in the 
game. It was not our best outing 
of the year, but it was enough to 
win convincingly." 
Anticipating the Tigers' final 
two games of the year — against 
Duke and Maryland, the latter 
probably to decide the ACC 
championship — Ibrahim 
remarked: "Both of these games 
are extremely important to us. 
One problem we have to cope 
with is the injury to Abadi. He 
may see some light action 
Friday, and we hope he will be 
ready to start against 
Maryland." 
The Tigers travel to Durham, 
N. C, to meet Duke this Friday at 
3 p.m. The Blue Devils are 
currently ranked ninth in the 
South and are tied with Maryland 
for second in the conference, both 
undefeated, with one tie. Duke 
won last year's meeting, 2-0. 
Predictions 
With only four weeks of regular season play remaining, the sports staff's predictions are becoming more and 
more interesting insofar as the individual race is concerned. In last week's predictions, Kerry Capps moved back 
intoa tiewith Dan Bowen for first place in the overall standings, while Chris Hindman and Fielding Mellish had the 
most successful predictions, both correct on eight of 10. For the fourth consecutive week, Mellish predicted an upset 
by choosing William and Mary over Virginia Tech; Hindman also predicted an upset by choosing Mississippi State 
over Houston. All other staff members had selected VPI and Houston, and, consequently, both of these games were 
predicted incorrectly. The only other game predicted incorrectly was Colorado —Missouri; Colorado had received 
unanimity, but Missouri won. Six teams besides Colorado had received unanimity from the staff, and all of these 
won: Clemson defeated Wake Forest, Georgia Tech defeated Tulane, N. C. State defeated South Carolina, Duke 
defeated Navy, Auburn defeated Florida State, and Penn State defeated West Virginia. 
GAMES BOWEN  (51-19) CAPPS (51-19) HALBLEIB (48-22) HINDMAN  (46-24) MELLISH  (43-27 
North Carolina - Clemson UNC Clemson Clemson Clemson UNC 
Georgia Tech - Duke Ga. Tech Ga. Tech Ga. Tech Ga. Tech Ga   Tech 
N. C State - Virginia N. C State N. C State N. C State N. C State N. C State 
Wake Forest - South Carolina   USC USC USC USC USC 
Auburn - Florida Auburn Auburn Auburn Florida Auburn 
Kentucky - Tulane Tulane Kentucky Tulane Tulane Tulane 
Mississippi - LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU Ole Miss 
Tennessee - Georgia Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee 
Richmond - The Citadel Richmond Richmond Richmond Citadel Citadel 
Mississippi St. - Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama 
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UNC: in quest of a second straight ACC title 
By JIM LUCAS 
North Carolina's Tar Heels, 
last year's ACC champions and 
Gator Bowl participants, bring a 
better team into Death Valley 
than that which defeated 
Clemson, 26-13, last year, ac- 
cording to head coach Hootie 
Ingram. 
"I think they're a better team 
than they were last year," 
Ingram said, "and they're also a 
more explosive team than they 
were last year." 
The Tar Heels possess the 
league's best rushing offense, 
averaging four yards each time 
they run the ball, and rank third 
in total offense with a 342.3 yard- 
per-game average. In addition, 
the Tar Heels have compiled an 
average of 104 yards per game in 
the air. 
Quarterback Nick Vidnovic, a 
punting specialist last year, 
directs the Tar Heel attack. 
Vidnovic ranks fifth in total of- 
fense in the ACC, and third-in 
punting. His value to the Tar 
Heels, however, lies primarily in 
his team leadership. 
"I think the biggest key to their 
offense is that Vidnovic has 
picked up where Miller left off," 
Ingram said, "and I think that 
Vidnovic has had a better first 
half of the season than Miller had 
last year." 
Paul Miller, last year's Tar 
Heel quarterback, completed 75 
of 146 passes for a .514 per- 
centage, 1041 yards, and nine 
touchdowns, while carrying the 
ball 104 times for 261 yards and 
six touchdowns. So far this 
season, Vidnovic has completed 
30 of 71 passes for a .423 per- 
centage and 434 yards, and has 
rushed for four touchdowns 
despite his inexperience prior to 
the season. 
Tailbacks Ike Oglesby and 
Billy Hite lead the Tar Heel 
rushers with 332 and 355 yards, 
respectively, on the season. 
Oglesby, hampered much of last 
season with a muscle injury, has 
come around well this season, 
and is rapidly approaching full 
speed. 
The strength of the Tar Heel 
offense, and the strongest facet of 
the team, is its offensive line. Six 
starters return from last year's 
championship team, and three of 
these — guard Ron Rusnak, 
tackle Jerry Sain, and center Bob 
Thornton — were All-ACC last 
Sailing club 
wins regatta 
By CATHERINE CARR 
The University sailing club has 
participated in regattas every 
weekend since the Fall In- 
vitational here September 23, 
first sailing at The Citadel and 
then sailing in the South Atlantic 
Intercollegiate Sailing 
Association regatta at Lake 
Bradford near Tallahassee, 
where the Tigers placed third 
behind The Citadel and the 
College of Charleston. 
This past weekend the Clemson 
team, skippered by Bill Rembold 
and Trip Fellabom, sailed in the 
Duke Invitational at Lake Kerr. 
Clemson placed first with a score 
of 50 points, followed by Duke 
(55) and The Citadel (64). 
Rembold captured individual 
honors in the regatta as he was 
named low-point skipper. 
The team sailed in 15-foot 
Windmills and found that as the 
wind picked up on Sunday, after 
very light winds Saturday, its 
chances improved, enabling it to 
win in close competition. 
Meanwhile, plans are 
proceeding for the club's cruise 
to the Bahamas during spring 
break. Only one ketch was ob- 
tained for last year's cruise; but, 
hopefully, enough people will go 
this spring to enable the club to 
hire two ketches (70-foot yachts 
that will sail from Miami har- 
bour ). 
year. These three, along with 
tight end Ken Taylor, were 
picked as pre-season All-ACC 
performers this year. 
Overall, the Tar Heels run from 
I-slot, utilizing a wingback. 
"Their offense is similar to the 
Georgia offense," Ingram noted, 
"in fact, it's so similar it's 
identical." (No wonder, since the 
Georgia coach, Vince Dooley, 
and Tar Heel coach Bill Dooley 
are brothers.) 
While the offensive team has 
been the Tar Heels' strong point, 
the defense has been somewhat 
suspect, allowing an average of 
20 points and 334.2 yards total 
offense per game. 
However, the Tar Heels are 
stronger in rushing defense 
(third in ACC), while the Tigers' 
strength lies in the run, and weak 
in pass defense, while the Tigers' 
passing game is the weaker part 
of their offense. 
The Tar Heel defense is 
definitely not inept, however, and 
Ingram calls UNC. a "better 
defensive team than Duke." 
Four pre-season All-ACC 
selections anchor the Tar Heel 
defense, including defensive end 
Gene Brown, linebacker Mike 
Mansfield, tackle Eric Hyman, 
and defensive back Lou Angelo. 
Hyman, a pre-season Ail- 
American candidate, is called 
"the best defensive football 
player in the ACC" by Dooley. 
Sophomore Ellis Alexander 
handles the placekicking duties 
for the Tar Heels. He has kicked 
21 consecutive extra points and 
four of seven field goal attempts 
this season, but is not considered 
a long-distance threat. 
UNC opened the season with a 
28-18 win over Richmond; this 
marked the Tar Heels' 400th 
football victory, and made the 
Heels the first ACC team to reach 
this milestone. The next two 
games, offensive shootouts over 
Maryland, 31-26, and N.C. State, 
34-33, marked the Heels' 10th and 
11th straight wins over ACC 
opponents without a loss, a streak 
dating back to UNC's 14-13 loss to 
Wake Forest in the seventh game 
of the 1970 season. 
The fourth game of the season 
found the Tar Heels in Ohio 
Stadium against the third-ranked 
Buckeyes of Ohio State. The 
Heels made a contest of it, 
staying close until freshman 
sensation Archie Griffin caught 
fire and carried the Buckeyes to a 
29-14 win. Griffin set a school 
rushing record in that game with 
264 yards. 
The Tar Heels' fifth opponent, 
Kentucky, was somewhat more 
congenial, as the Heels rolled 
over the Wildcats of the SEC by a 
31-20 score. Against Wake Forest, 
the Tar Heels scored their first 
shutout of the season, 
manhandling the hapless 
Deacons, 21-0; but, more 
significantly, they registered 
their 12 th consecutive ACC win. 
This ties the ACC record for 
consecutive conference wins; a 
Tar Heel win Saturday would 
establish a new mark, and the 
Heels will be shooting for just 
that. 
The record, of course, isn't the 
only thing on Dooley's mind as 
the Tiger-Tar Heel meeting 
approaches. The ACC race is still 
anyone's game at this point; UNC 
leads with a 3-0 record, but the 
Tigers and Duke, with identical 2- 
1 marks, are threatening, and 
N.C. State, with a 2-1-1 record, 
follows close behind. 
It is very much a four-team 
race at midseason, and a Tiger 
win Saturday would throw the 
conference standings into a 
three-way tie. 
The Great 
Pumkin 
Gomes To 
Clemson... 
Indifferent? 
pace twenty — the ti*er — hovember i, HT» 
Graffiti expert discusses his pasttime 
By NANCYJACOBS 
Robert Reisner claims to have been in 
more women's restrooms than any other 
man in the world. "At one time I had a 
beard, so I couldn't even to as a tran- 
svestite." 
Reisner, probably the nation's foremost 
authority on graffiti, has been in many 
unusual places searching for the 
"deathless statements" which represent 
the "gut expressions of the people." 
Sponsored by the Speakers Bureau, he 
spoke to an audience of 250 people Tuesday 
afternoon in Daniel Auditorium. 
Drawn from the Italian "graffiare," 
meaning "to scratch," graffiti is 
"anything which is ephemetal and will not 
last." Each graffito must, however, "be 
written where everyone can see it," said 
Reisner, explaining that professors' 
cryptie remarcks on test papers are not 
griffiti. 
According to Reisner, graffiti has 
existed since "the dawn of history," ex- 
pressing much the same sentiments as 
those found today. "When the first man 
placed his hand on the wall of a cave and 
traced around it," Reisner said, "he was 
saying 'I exist, I am here.'" The same 
statement of being was still being made 
with "Kilroy was here," the 
"manifestation of the ubiquitous World 
War Two soldier." 
Graffiti may be found anywhere from 
dusty windows to the cement between tiles 
to prophylactic dispensers ("This chewing 
gum tastes just like rubber!") In Mexico, 
drivers often write messages on thier 
trucks. 
Still, Reisner said, the best graffiti is 
found in the bathroom. 'That's the only 
time during the day when one das time to 
come to grips with himself.' He's all alone 
in the stall with nothing to read, so he 
writes on the wall in front of him." 
Although Resiner used to depend largely 
on men's rooms for graffiti specimens, the 
samples provided by women have recently 
become more abundant. The most popular 
theme seems to be a feminine war against 
virginity. (I'm a virgin, but I'm on the 
verge," or "Virginity is a social disease, 
but there is a cure!") 
The worst graffitists, according to 
Reisner, are the compulsive writers. He 
added that "religious fanatics" often fall 
into this category, scrawling the same 
message over and over again. 
Religious graffiti often provides the best 
opportunities for "dialogues," in which 
one or more people answer the original 
graffito. To the ever-popular "Jesus 
saves" came the reply "He couldn't do it 
on my salary!" Another example was 
"Jesus saves. Moses invests. Buddha pay 
dividends." 
Graffiti today is "in sad shape" com- 
pared to the graffiti of six years ago, 
Reisner said. "Then you could see which 
way society was going" by reading a 
bathroom wall. Graffiti were often good 
indicators of popular drug usage. "Acid 
indigestion? See your travel agent." and 
"Give me librium or give me meth," were 
two classic wxamples. 
Heroin users, Resiners noted, are 
seldom grafitists. "They're only interested 
in getting their fix," he said. 
Quite often, Reisner explained, graffiti 
serves as a "secret ballot box, indicating 
which way the election will go." Although 
he declined to make a prediction about the 
presidential race, Reisner stated "Nixon is 
unpopular in the graffiti world," drawing 
such remarks as "You are what you eat, 
and Nixon eats shit" and "Nixon has 
Pentagonorrhea." Graffitists, Reisner 
explained, generally reflect the minority 
opinion. 
"There is a constant battle," Reisner 
said, "between the management and 
graffiti writers." He compared people who 
wash off or paint over graffiti to book 
burners, adding that the graffiti writers 
usually have the last word. The 
management of one establishment posted 
a notice saying, "Do not write on the 
walls." An enterprising graffitist scrawled 
underneath "You want maybe wwe should 
type?" 
Reisner, who teaches the nation's only 
accredited graffiti course, at New York's 
New School of Social Research, and is now 
working on an encyclopedia of graffiti, has 
never written a graffito. "I'm not smart 
enough," he explained. "I've answered 
some, but I've never written an original." 
Nor does he have a favorite example. 
"It's hard to think of one I like best of all. 
Every day I find something new." 
Graffiti writing at Clemson. •• 
• By GRAHAM, QUINBY AND LUCAS 
Although not in the same league with the 
graffitists of Berkeley or NYU, students at 
Clemson have left their marks for 
posterity. Curiously, however, graffiti 
writing at Clemson seems to be entirely a 
male pastime; our survey disclosed little 
graffiti in women's restrooms on campus. 
The most imaginative offerings were 
found, predictably, in the library. In the 
first floor men's room, we found a pioneer 
— "This whole wall was clean, so I decided 
I would write some bit of graffiti" — an 
opportunist — "No portion of this wall may 
be copied without permission from the 
publisher" — and the inevitably cynic — 
"Stark Banality!"   
The finest and most imaginative graffiti 
on campus, Dr. Reisner's remarks to the 
contrary notwithstanding, it found in our 
own Tiger office. Each office door in the 
Tiger compound is festooned with its own 
display of graffiti; behind the front door, 
unseen to most, is a wooden graffiti board, 
and the other doors bear their graffiti in 
the form of comments on scraps of paper 
pasted thereon. Reisner said that 
newspaper men, having an outlet of ex- 
pression, seldom resort to graffiti as an 
outlet; the Tiger, however, its freedom of 
expression somewhat restricted, is a 
fertile ground for graffiti. 
Bob Thompson's door bears the 
following admonition paraphrasing our 
beloved President: "If a football coach 
cannot end a losing record in three years, 
he should not be allowed to try for three 
more." On Marilyn Walser's door is a 
"quote" from "R. C. Deadwords": "I 
know that you believe you understand 
what you think I said, but I am not sure you 
realize that what you heard is not what I 
meant . . . ." 
The graffiti board behind the front door 
features these memorable quotes: "God 
said let there be more, and there was; then 
God said let there be less, and there was 
Clemson"— "The majority is not silent — 
the administration is deaf" — "The Tiger 
— where the canons of good taste usually 
misfire" — "Cyanide gas — Adolf's meat 
tenderizer" — "Avoid needle drugs — the 
only dope to shoot is Nixon." 
THE VOTERS CHOICE... 
These eleven candidates were chosen from a field of thirty in the PICKENS COUNTY 
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY in which 16,500  voters participated. 
These eleven candidates are all qualified dedicated men who were chosen to represent their County Democratic Party by a majority of the voters in Pickens County, 
not hand picked by a selective few — Also note our past performance while governing our county - Pickens County has the lowest Property Tax of any county in 
the U.S.   Pickens County completed this year with a $221,347.04 SURPLUS BUDGET! 
VOTE FOR YOUR PICKENS COUNTY DEMOCRATS ON NOVEMBER 7th 
(Political Ad Paid For By Pickens County Democratic Party — John Gentry, Chairman.) 
